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TCU presidential election to begin at midnight
Mourning says she is best candidate
to communicate students’ concerns

Pickard focuses on overarching
vision for unified Tufts campus
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Sykes wants to improve campus
safety, social life, residential life
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Tufts Community Union (TCU) Senator C.J. Mourning
says she has what it takes to bridge the gap between students and administrators.
“Students are not enjoying themselves because they’re
always fighting, and that’s not how it should be. We have
a great administration, and it needs to do a better job of
working with the student body and engaging in conversations that we’re too afraid to have,” the sophomore said
in her closing remarks during a meeting with the Tufts
Democrats last Tuesday night.
“One of the biggest problems I see is that people don’t
feel ownership of their experience at Tufts,” she said.
“People are constantly fighting to get things changed,
constantly fighting for residential life to be improved,
fighting for wireless [Internet access], fighting to be heard
by the administration.”
Mourning said that one of her main goals would be to
increase contact between senators and members of the

As the chair of the Media Advocacy Board (MAB),
sophomore Duncan Pickard presented the administration with a request for $15,000 for new computers in
the MAB Laboratory, where Tufts publications like the
Observer and the Primary Source have their offices.
Through collaborative work between administrators and
the MAB publications, the board gathered the money.
Pickard is running for Tufts Community Union
(TCU) president on the promise that he will be a unifier who can bring diverse students together with each
other and the administration. He says this very quality
helped him bring change to the MAB, where he also
organized three roundtables for editors of the board’s
many publications.
Pickard said he explained to administrators that facilities for campus publications were lacking and that
financial backing for improvements would make the
publications feel more respected by the administration.

Speaking to the Tufts Democrats last Tuesday night,
Tufts Community Union (TCU) Senator and presidential
candidate Elton Sykes said that his top priority as president would be to connect the many “small communities”
that make up Tufts.
“We have things like NQR and Spring Fling, but that’s
not enough to promote school-wide unity,” Sykes said. “I
want a bonfire on the night before Homecoming. I want
to make sure that people feel safe on this campus, whether that’s from robbers or a magazine,” he said, referencing
last year’s Primary Source scandal.
He has focused his campaign around three issues:
student safety, social life and residential life. He promises
to improve these aspects of student life in developing a
strong Tufts community.
Sykes, the only junior running for president, has credited his age as a factor that will help him in the threeperson race. Even though he has served on the Senate
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John Edwards speaks at MIT Tufts team runs in marathon
conference on global poverty
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Former U.S. Senator John Edwards
(D-N.C.) urged college students to confront
the major problems facing the planet at this
weekend’s first annual Millennium Campus
Conference, a three-day event held at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology to
raise awareness of global poverty.
The Millennium Campus Network
(MCN), a group of Boston-area college
students that includes Tufts undergraduates, organized the conference, which
featured lectures on five different topics: technology, health, education, public
policy and economics.
Edwards, a two-time presidential candidate and the Democratic candidate for
the vice presidency in 2004, spoke candidly about the presidential race he exited
this winter.
“The next president of the United States
absolutely must be a visionary, whoever
it may be,” said Edwards, who ended his
campaign on Jan. 30. “If you look at what’s
happening in the world today, we desperately need visionary leadership.”
Edwards spoke on Friday morning as one

of two keynote speakers at the conference’s
opening ceremonies, along with Henrietta
Holsman Fore, the administrator of the U.S.
Agency for International Development.
The former senator asserted that poverty was part of a greater world crisis, and
that many of the world’s socioeconomic
and environmental issues must be tackled together.
“We are faced with enormous challenges, both in America and around the world,
which literally go to the survival of our planet,” Edwards said, citing climate change,
population growth and severe poverty as
three interwoven crises that the world community must address. “We no longer live in
a world that America can simply dominate
with its power ... We can’t solve these problems alone. It’s absolutely impossible ... No
matter how strong we are — militarily, economically, politically — we can’t solve these
problems alone.”
Students from Tufts, MIT, Harvard,
Brandeis, Boston and Northeastern
Universities and Berklee College of Music
organized the conference. Tufts sophomore Will Herberich said the different

When the gun fired in Hopkinton,
Mass. yesterday, droves of Tufts students
took off running.
While regular runner President Lawrence
Bacow sat this year out, the Tufts President’s
Marathon Challenge (PMC) team saw
remarkable success in the 112th Boston
Marathon, according to PMC director and
coach Don Megerle.
“Of the 189 [Tufts runners who started
the race], there were four that didn’t finish,”
Megerle said.
Yesterday’s warm, sunny weather was
not favorable for the runners, the coach
said. “They were probably thinking, ‘Good
weather, run a little faster,’ and it came
around to bite them,” Megerle said, adding
that more runners vomited at the end of the
race than he remembers seeing in his four
years coaching the PMC team.
Fortunately, the weather did not stop
many members of the team from finishing
the PMC’s sixth annual marathon. Megerle
was extremely impressed with the times
recorded by Tufts team members, who
range from students to faculty to alumni.
Wayne Chan, a student from the Sackler
School of Graduate Biomedical Sciences
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The softball team took
two of three games
from Trinity this weekend to clinch the
NESCAC East title.

Tufts’ marijuana subculture emerged in full
force this weekend to
celebrate the “holiday”
of April 20.
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Lisa Sabin, a personal trainer and member of
Tufts’ President’s Marathon Challenge team,
runs in yesterday’s Boston Marathon.
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Opponents criticize Sykes’ campaign proposals as far-fetched, limited in scope
SYKES

continued from page 1

for two years, the same amount
of time as opponents Duncan
Pickard and C.J. Mourning, he
thinks his extra year of collegiate
experience should appeal to voters. Both Mourning and Pickard
are sophomores.
“If I bring anything to this
campaign, it’s the sense that I’m
older,” Sykes told the Daily. “I’ve
been through the ups and downs
of sophomore and junior year ...
and I can connect to people in
that sense.”
In terms of improving safety at
Tufts, Sykes has suggested increasing the number of blue lights on
Powderhouse Boulevard and putting cameras in the Lower Campus
Garage, where many vehicle
break-ins have occurred recently.
He would also work to expand the
walking escorts program.
He said he advocates the adoption of a pedestrian safety program similar to the one that has
been implemented at Hamilton
College in New York.
“At Hamilton College, they have
sensors at crosswalks that let cars
know when someone is crossing
2,500 feet away,” he said. “I think
that more of these would help with
the safety of people crossing the
street, especially after [Tufts student Bory Damyanova] was hit and
killed by a car my freshman year.”
The sensors cost about $10,000.
Sykes also discussed his dedication to improving the social life at
Tufts. “I think that with social life,
it’s not about the quantity but the
quality of events we have. There
seems to be a lack of communication among groups,” he said.
He listed several changes he

would hope to implement, including organizing a bonfire the night
before Homecoming, reducing
rental prices of Hotung Café and
Cohen Auditorium for student
events and redefining the role of
Greek life.
“I think that Greek life on campus can be a lot better,” Sykes
said. “Frats should collaborate
more often and do events with
each other in order to build a
sense of community.”
In his third and final area of
focus, Sykes discussed plans
to improve Tufts’ residential
life, such as advocating for the
improvement of dormitory common spaces and wireless Internet
capabilities. “Every other school
that is comparable to Tufts has
wireless, and we should too,”
Sykes said. “It would promote
community on floors because
people would want to work and
hang out together.”
Sykes also suggested putting
the annual housing lottery online
and reinstating residential boards
to manage each dormitory.
He spoke about a grand plan
of combining the Facilities
Department with the Office of
Residential Life and Learning
(ResLife) — perhaps his most
ambitious idea.
“With two [groups] running residential life at Tufts, it’s inevitable
that there will always be a disconnect,” Sykes said. “The university
should have one person and one
department running everything.”
A Chicago native and avid Cubs
fan, Sykes first became involved
in student government when he
was elected treasurer of his sophomore class in high school.
At Tufts, Sykes ran for Senate

his freshman year and lost. He
ran again his sophomore year
and won, taking a spot on the
Administration
and
Policy
Committee. Sykes co-chaired the
committee this year, when he
helped organize an investigation
into how to improve Tufts’ common rooms, he said. Sykes, who
is also a resident assistant (RA),
said he also worked with ResLife
to initiate the process of putting
the housing lottery online.
While he is not endorsing any
candidate, Senator Matt Shapanka
said that Sykes’ knowledge of residential life helped the committee
last year.
“He’s an RA, so he’s very knowledgeable about ResLife issues,”
Shapanka said.
Sykes’ Campaign Manager, former Senator Emerson Luke, credits Sykes’ passion for the successes
of this year’s committee. “Elton’s
leadership on the Administration
and Policy Committee demonstrates that when he is passionate
about something, he wants to take
charge and ownership,” Luke said.
Sykes credited his honesty and
openness as traits that separates
him from Mourning and Pickard.
“I respect both [Pickard and
Mourning], I think that they are
both great people, but I think
what sets me apart is that you’ll
always know where I stand on
every issue,” Sykes said. “I’m not
going to sugarcoat anything ... I
believe that all of my project proposals are reasonable.”
Members from opposing campaigns disagreed.
“What I know about C.J. is that all
of her project proposals are realistic, but I’m not sure if I feel the same
way about Elton or Duncan,” said

senior Peter Davidson, Mourning’s
campaign manager.
Davidson added that he was
taken aback by the idea of merging residential life and facilities
together. “No administrative
change is going to happen when
you merge two departments,”
Davidson said.
Davidson hinted that Sykes
may not be outgoing enough to
be president.
“Because Elton is on Junior
Class Council and I’m on the
Programming Board, we’ve
worked together a lot this year on
events like Winter Bash or Winter
Carnival, yet I’ve never had a conversation with him,” Davidson
said. “I know that I want a president who can approach me.”
Pickard said that while Sykes
has three solid talking points, he
lacks a comprehensive vision.
“You hear Elton talk about
the three areas that he wants to
improve at Tufts, and those are
legitimate points, but my questions is where do [they] get us?”
Pickard asked. “I incorporate ...
his ideas with other ideas that are
more important and tie them all
together with one vision.”
Sykes also chaired the ad-hoc
Committee on Community Values
this school year, helping to write
two Senate resolutions on free
speech at Tufts. The resolutions
sought to promote student input
in the new Task Force on Freedom
of Expression.
Sykes is the treasurer of the Junior
Class Council, a student broadcaster
for JumboCast and a member of the
Black Men’s Group. He also works
in the Office of the Provost, where
he spends time with Administrative
Assistant Jessica Shepard.

Shepard had praise for Sykes.
“He’s a really wonderful person,
he’s got a great outgoing personality and he’s really interested in
getting input from people.”
“One of the strongest qualities of Elton is the fact that he is
so genuine,” Luke said. “He’s a
straight shooter and an honest
guy ... who has formed a lot of
relationships with people over the
past three years at Tufts.”
Sykes’ resident, freshman
Brinkley Rowe, echoed Luke’s sentiments when discussing her RA.
“He’s one of the first people who
struck me as a genuinely honest person,” Rowe said. “A lot of
RAs are reclusive, but I consider
Elton to be more of a friend than
a watchdog.”
Fellow RA Sarah Kalin had similar things to say about her experience working with Sykes. “He is
really easy to work with because
he is organized and always does
what he says he is going to do,”
she said. “Whenever he has to
lead meetings, he is very efficient
and doesn’t waste time.”
RA and senior Jesse Gossett, however, had a slightly different view
of Sykes, suggesting that his busy
schedule has made him somewhat
unreliable. “He’s a nice guy, he’s just
always late to meetings ... Maybe he
has more important things going
on,” Gossett said.
Residential
Program
Coordinator Lacey Prouty called
Sykes an “exceptional RA.”
“Elton is a natural leader — he
is who he is,” Prouty said. “As
an RA, one of the things Elton
is good at is getting people to
talk to one another. He is great
at understanding both sides of
every problem.”

Mourning’s project-based leadership style lacks vision, opposing campaign says
MOURNING

continued from page 1

student body.
“I want to make sure that the Senate is
going out into the community and getting
students’ opinions,” she said. “We only have
two surveys a year, in the fall and spring
semester. These are great, but they [only poll]
ideas that senators are thinking of. We need
to actually go out into campus and see what
people want.”
She stressed that students have the right to
watch the Senate at work. “I want to increase
transparency in terms of students being able
to see how things are done,” she said.
Mourning cited her successes as this year’s
Services Committee chair as evidence of her
experience and dedication to the university
and its students. “I’ve worked relentlessly in
all areas of the Senate, and I know it very
well,” she said.
This school year, Mourning teamed up
with Dining Services Director Patti Klos to
extend the nighttime hours of Carmichael
Dining Hall and the Commons, answering
the complaints of students who felt they did
not have enough late-night dining options
on campus.
Mourning also worked with Klos to combine Points Plus and Dining Dollars, charge
accounts that students can access with
their identification cards, into JumboCash.
The unified system will be implemented
next semester.
Mourning has received criticism from the
other presidential candidates for the change,
which makes it so that students determine
exactly how much JumboCash they put on
their card. This is a reversal of the previ-

MARKETS

ous system, in which students chose from
meal plans with predetermined amounts of
Dining Dollars.
Detractors say the change will make it difficult for some students on financial aid to
get JumboCash on their meal plans.
“One of the great things about being
Services Chair is that I’ve gotten really
close with the administration,” Mourning
said. “I know and am friendly with all of the
administrators. I have a really great relationship with Dean [of Student Affairs Bruce]
Reitman, and I’m also very close with Dean
[of Undergraduate Education James] Glaser
and Dean [of Admissions Lee] Coffin.”
Mourning said that these relationships
would help her to lead the student body as
president. “I know I have the administration’s
respect and that they value my opinions.
That is very key in being able to get things
done as president.”
One of Mourning’s rivals for the nomination, Senator Duncan Pickard, said that
Mourning’s strengths lay in her ability to see
Senate projects through to completion.
“One of the reasons she’s such an asset is
that she ... will just throw herself into whatever she’s working on, and that’s really an awesome and rare characteristic,” said Pickard, a
sophomore. But he said that Mourning lacks
a broader vision. A president, he said, must
be able to look beyond individual agenda
items and move the Senate body forward
cohesively.
“I think that the president should be more
of a visionary leader, and shouldn’t take on
projects by him or herself. That’s what I really
bring to the table ... C.J. is a really good leader
of projects, and she really gets engaged,”

weather forecast
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he said. “But if for reasons beyond her control those projects fail, what will we do as
a senate? There will be setbacks and you
won’t always be able to complete projects.
We need a leader that is proving themselves
as a visionary leader and not just a projectbased leader.”
Senior and outgoing TCU Historian Alex
Pryor, a campaign advisor to Mourning, said
that the candidate’s pragmatic perspective
and hardworking approach makes Mourning
the best choice for the Senate presidency.
“I think everybody who is attracted to
the student government has all sorts of big
ideas,” Pryor said. “It’s easy to be idealistic
because there’s a lot we want to get done.
[Mourning] is really good at keeping in perspective what we actually can do, and not
getting lost with lofty ideas.”
Pryor added that Mourning has consistently proven that she can be effective in
getting projects completed throughout her
two-year tenure on the Senate, citing her
work with Dining Services.
“C.J. was instrumental in getting Hotung
[Café renovated], and administrators love
her,” Pryor said. “She worked really closely
with Patti Klos, director of Dining Services,
to make sure that the opening of Hotung
not only happened, but happened the way
students wanted it to.”
Klos echoed Pryor’s statements, explaining that Mourning worked hard to voice the
interests and desires of the student body
when discussing Hotung’s renovations with
administrators.
“She attended all the meetings regarding
the improvements to the Hotung lounge,
and organized the successful grand opening
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of Hotung in January. She is dependable and
really wants to make a positive difference in
the lives of students on campus,” Klos said in
an e-mail to the Daily.
Klos added that Mourning was instrumental in adding Boloco to the list of neighborhood restaurants that accept Dining Dollars.
“She was an organizer of the event that
brought vendors to campus in September
that ultimately led to Boloco being selected,”
Klos said in the e-mail.
But Pryor suggested that the candidate
might be hurt by the fact that she does not
always show political finesse.
“She’s not a very political person, and when
you’re running for office it helps to be political,” she said. “I don’t think this is necessarily
a flaw, but I think people could mistake it as
that. Even though she doesn’t play the political game or give off the image of the perfect
candidate, she’d be the perfect president.”
Adam Weldai, Pickard’s campaign manager, said that Pickard’s leadership style trumps
Mourning’s.
“C.J. is a very impressive senator,” he said.
“She works diligently and she accomplishes
as best as she can the projects that she tackles. But you can’t really campaign on the idea
that you’ve finished a lot of projects, because
that’s the role of Services Chair. Duncan is
campaigning on the idea that ... projects
need to come together and mean something
for the university.”
Mourning countered by saying her mission is “to enhance the Tufts experience for
students.”
“I think that working through projects
is the only way to have your visions realized,” she said.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

“The next president
of the United States
absolutely must be a
visionary, whoever it
may be.”
John Edwards
former U.S. senator
see front page
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Tufts students engage in community service

News

Rivals say Pickard’s plans are unclear, unfeasible
PICKARD

continued from page 1
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Freshman Ben Steinberg picks up trash in the wooded area beside the train tracks that
run along Boston Avenue near campus. In the spirit of Earth Week, Steinberg organized the cleanup, which took place for six hours on Saturday and beautified the area
running from the Anthony Pagano Bridge to Hill Hall.

Tufts students help
plan Edwards talk
EDWARDS

continued from page 1

schools collaborated well to plan this
weekend’s events.
“Our job is not to tell other groups what
to do,” said Herberich, director of strategic
partnerships for the MCN. “We founded
our group on the principle that if we all
work together, we can do better than if
we’re competing.”
Other keynote speakers over the weekend included Paul Farmer, a Harvard
medical anthropology professor; Amy
Smith, one of the founders of the Service
Learning program at MIT; Paul Romer, a
Stanford University economics professor;
Ira Magaziner, policy director and chairman of the Clinton Foundation Policy
Board; and John Wood, the founder of
Room to Read.
In the conference’s closing ceremonies
on Sunday, Jeffrey Sachs, director of the
Earth Institute at Columbia University,
and John Legend, a five-time Grammywinning R&B singer, delivered the keynote addresses.
“The Jeffrey Sachs-John Legend event
on Sunday was really, really great,”
Herberich said. “Sachs is a really inspiring
speaker. He laid out his plan for what he’d
like to do, he expressed confidence and he
really got the crowd motivated.”
MIT senior Anne Liu was the director of
the conference. She and Brandeis senior
Sam Vaghar, the MCN’s co-director, both
gave opening remarks before Holsman
Fore and Edwards spoke Friday morning.
“We need to find a way to change the
ways that people tackle global poverty,”
she said. “How can we work together to
mobilize people on this?”
The overall tone of the weekend
focused on a call to activism from the college students in the audience. Edwards,
54, has seen collegiate activism make history in past generations. Most notably, he
cited the civil rights movement, anti-Vietnam War protests and the anti-apartheid
movement in South Africa. He said he
expects that trend to continue.
“You can feel the same thing happening right now, with respect to Iraq,”
Edwards said. “You can make a tremendous difference.”

Race raises funds
marathon

continued from page 1

on the Boston campus, led the team,
finishing the 26.2-mile race in 2 hours,
53 minutes and 47 seconds (2:53:47).
Chan finished in 632nd place out of the
more than 20,000 runners, and 610th
among the men.
Sophomore Katherine Rosen led the
women on the team, finishing the race
in 3:24:41. Rosen finished 701st out of
the women.
“Those are both very, very good
times,” Megerle said, adding that Rosen
ran faster in the second half of the marathon than in the first.
In addition to the 189 runners, Tufts
sent 150 volunteers who stood on the
sidelines of miles 10, 11 and 22 of the
race. The volunteers assisted in tasks like
handing out water. Roughly 100 parents
and friends of the runners also looked
on at mile nine from the office of trustee
David McGrath in Natick.
One non-Tufts-related member
of PMC was Somerville Mayor Joseph
Curtatone. “He did a lot better this
year than last year,” Megerle said. “He
improved his time by 40 minutes.”
Curtatone finished in 4:42:35.
Curtatone “is great because what he
does is build a wonderful relationship
with the university,” Megerle said. The
coach added that Curtatone runs the race
because of Bacow’s involvement in PMC. “I
wouldn’t run the race if it wasn’t for Bacow,”
Megerle quoted Curtatone as saying.
Megerle praised Bacow for continuing to support the PMC, although he did
not run this year. “I was very impressed
with President Bacow, and [the way he]
interacted with the runners,” he said.
Bacow has trained some with the PMC
team, and he was with Megerle at the
marathon to encourage the runners and
to greet them at the finish line.
“He’s so tied in to what the runners
are doing and what Tufts is doing,”
Megerle said.
The PMC acts as a fundraiser for the
Friedman School of Nutrition and Tufts’
Personalized Performance Program.
According to Megerle, the PMC has
raised $300,000 so far this year and
expects to raise another $100,000 before
the drive ends in June. Bacow is “the guy
that makes this happen,” Megerle said.
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“It was a vision that I brought to the
table that hadn’t been there before,”
Pickard said.
The TCU senator and parliamentarian
now uses the slogan “let’s work together”
in his presidential campaign. Under that
mantra, he has presented ideas about
improving campus security, developing
a clear policy on freedom of expression
and lowering costs on campus — all the
while emphasizing the overarching need
to unite the diverse fractions of Tufts’
undergraduate population. It is all part
of his broader goal of strengthening the
Tufts community, which Pickard says is
the main reason he should be elected.
“I think that my vision for a stronger
community is something that kind of oversees all of those issues,” Pickard said. “I
think that people can really unite around
that issue. My vision and my thought process is the strongest.”
 	 Pickard is running against fellow
Senators Elton Sykes, a junior, and C.J.
Mourning, a sophomore, in Wednesday’s
election.
Pickard’s rivals have countered that
his approach lacks a practical edge. But
Pickard said that his platform is strongest because it is based on a big-picture
approach for how to improve Tufts.
“We have a broader vision,” he said. “We
have specific ways of how to make that
happen and we have steps one through 10
on how to achieve those goals.”
Under his leadership, the Senate would
be more effective because the body would
take a more comprehensive approach to
lobbying administrators, he said.
“We’re going to reason [proposals] out
before we go talk to administrators and
when they ask us questions about how
to do certain things, we’re going to have
an answer: ‘These are the ten things you
can do and how they make things better,’” he said.
Pickard continued, “That’s the kind of
commitment and that’s the kind of passion that we need to bring back to student
government, and that’s the kind of thing
that I’m going to do.”
He said that many TCU senators have
already endorsed him, including all six
members of the Services Committee,
which Mourning chaired this year. He
also noted that as the parliamentarian he
is the only candidate in the race who has
served on the Senate’s executive board,
and he is the only candidate to have
worked in the treasury.
Pickard was the TCU assistant treasurer and has served as a member of the
Allocations Board. He is a Tisch Scholar
and a Synaptic Scholar of the Institute for
Global Leadership.
Last week, Pickard was nominated for the Office of Student Activities’
Lighthouse Award, the university’s top
student leadership award. The MAB was
also nominated for the Roaring Wave
Award, which is given to Tufts’ top student organization. Any student can nominate candidates for these awards, which
will be announced on April 24.
Pickard said the top goals he would
work for as president are better campus
security, reduced incidental costs for students and the protection of freedom of
expression.
The administration’s handling of campus security, Pickard said, has been unacceptable. “Quite frankly, I’m quite upset
with the way the administration has handled security issues,” he said. He proposes that a new Tufts University Police
Department safe-ride system be implemented that would be more accommodating to students.
As part of his mission to unite the campus, Pickard said he would take steps to
reduce the costs of things like food at the
campus center and admission to student
performances. As Tufts becomes more
diverse and admits more lower-income
students, the campus must keep such
costs down, he said.
Pickard said that a new policy on freedom of expression must include student
input and must not limit free speech.
“We need to make sure that those discussions are being framed in a way that’s
thoughtful, that’s respectful and that’s
valuable to students here, and unfortunately that’s not the way things have happened in the past,” Pickard said.
Sykes criticized Pickard for not citing
specifics in his plans.
“I have no idea of what that vision is,”

Sykes said. “It’s not explained very clearly.
His ideas are not out there.
“[People] know the ideas that I have
and where I stand on most of the issues,”
said Sykes, who has focused his campaign
around a promise of improvements in
campus safety, social life and housing. “It’s
not very clear exactly what [Pickard] wants
to accomplish.”
Mourning said that Pickard’s vision
is too broad and that this approach is
unfeasible.
“Overall he has a lot of great ideas and a
great vision for Tufts, but he doesn’t seem
to have a way to accomplish this vision
exactly,” Mourning said.
Pickard’s supporters, however, are confident in the goal of building a stronger
community.
“I think he has a great vision for ... a
campus that’s united and has a greater
sense of community than we’ve ever had,”
freshman Senator Chas Morrison said.
Morrison, who supports Pickard, said
that Pickard’s experience in a variety of
leadership roles sets him apart from the
other two.
“He just brings a wider variety of experience to the table,” Morrison said.
Junior Matt Shapanka, a TCU senator
who has not endorsed a candidate, also
said that Pickard brings a strong vision to
the campaign. Mourning, Shapanka said,
would employ a hands-on leadership style
similar to that of outgoing TCU President
Neil DiBiase, a junior. Pickard, on the
other hand, would be a more top-down
leader, using broad ideas to promote more
specified work in committees.
Another senator, junior Jen Bailey, said
that Pickard is the best candidate for president. She described the president’s job as
that of a lobbyist on behalf of the student
body, representing the concerns of students to the administration.
“Framing the presidency in that light,
when I look for a president I look for a person that I believe that has the skills, experience, know-how and heart to really do that
job, and I see that in Duncan’s candidacy,”
Bailey said.
Bailey, the chair of the Senate’s
Culture, Ethnicity and Community Affairs
Committee and the president of the
Emerging Black Leaders student organization, has worked closely with both Sykes
and Mourning, whom she describes as
friends. But Pickard, she said, is better
prepared for the presidency.
“At the end of the day, when I think who
has the best skills to motivate the student
body and really get results and negotiate
things for the body, I think in my heart that
Duncan is that person,” Bailey said.
Bailey said that, as a leader, Pickard is
very good at following through with ideas.
“He’s very methodical, and when he has
a big idea, you know that that idea has
fortified steps to obtain it,” Bailey said. “He
never sets himself up for failure.”
She said that the president must make
sure that student concerns are not lost on
the administration. “The president of the
body needs to be in touch with [student]
concerns and needs to have a vision of
what they’d like to see and what the body
would like to see,” Bailey said.
She said one of Pickard’s shortcomings was that while he is usually prepared
and professional, he can be perceived as
pompous when in front of larger crowds.
She lauded his personal skills, but said that
his preparedness when speaking in front
of groups is sometimes misinterpreted.
“He presents himself very professionally and students can disconnect from that
sometimes,” Bailey said. “When you’re
talking in front of large groups of students, being overly prepared sometimes
gets misinterpreted as being [not genuine,
but] he’s probably one of the most genuine
people I’ve met at Tufts.”
Senior Allison Towle, a member of the
TCU Judiciary, said that Pickard had shown
his leadership talent when working with
the Judiciary as parliamentarian.
“The [Judiciary] is a very small group of
people, and it’s hard break into that circle,
and I think Duncan did it very well and did
his job very well,” Towle said.
“He knows the rules, he knows people,
he knows the administration, and he just
has a great idea about what’s going on on
campus,” Towle said.
 	 She also said that Pickard has a good
read on student concerns.
“He’s good at tuning into what’s going
on,” Towle said. “He’s very aware of campus events and needs of people and how
to work with people.”
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THIS IS YOUR MOMENT

FAH 92/192-05
Gender and Modern Architecture

This course explores the intersections between gender
and modern architecture. Topics to be discussed include
domestic reform, images of the New Woman,
institutional changes in the architectural profession and
the question of a "feminist" aesthetic. Readings will
include texts by women
architects, critics and
feminist theorists,
including Dolores
Hayden, Gwendolyn
Wright, Denise Scott
Brown, Jane Jacobs,
Beatriz Colomina,
Virginia Woolf, Simone
de Beauvoir, Helene
Cixous and Luce Irigaray.
Visiting Instructor,
Ann Gilkerson

Photo by Meena Bolourchi (A'08)

MAKE IT LAST

What does Tufts mean to you? Submit
your videos and photos about Your
Favorite Tufts Moment, with a brief
description, to moments@tufts.edu, or
on Facebook, Flickr or YouTube.
You may get on the Tufts homepage!
Go to http://go.tufts.edu/moments
or check us out on Facebook!

M+ Block MW (6:00—7:15pm)
“Charlotte Perriand, Centre Pompidou, Paris.”

Sponsored by the Office of Web Communications at Tufts

SENIORS - VOTE!
For Our

Class of 2008 Alumni Council Reps!
18 seniors are running for 4 positions on the Tufts Alumni Council.
CAST YOUR VOTE for Class of 2008 representation in the Alumni Association.

VOTE ONLINE – it's easy! You need to register for the Alumni Online
Community to cast your vote. Membership is free and now open to the class
of 2008. Register today and vote before the election ends on April 30!

REGISTER & VOTE:
www.alumniconnections.com/tufts
The Alumni Council is the governing board of the Tufts University Alumni Association.

Sponsored by the Tufts University Alumni Association - www.tufts.edu/alumni - Get Involved!
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Smoking pot a common, but mostly infrequent, habit at Tufts
by Jessica

Bidgood

Daily Editorial Board

The passing of the unofficial “420”
holiday this weekend brought an ofthidden side of campus culture out into
the open. As 4:20 p.m. approached on
Sunday, students flooded the library
roof, smoke curled into the air and a
roaring trade in burritos and afternoon
snacks quickly arose.
Although policemen rapidly cleared
the scene, this short-lived sense of
community served as a reminder of the
quiet role that marijuana plays on the
Tufts campus and many others.
While it is difficult to statistically pin
down the prevalence of marijuana on
college campuses, the Federal Office of
National Drug Control Policy recently
reported that in 2006 46.9 percent of
college students had tried marijuana,
while 16.7 percent had used the drug
in the 30 days prior to the survey. The
American College Health Association’s
National College Health Assessment
found that 19.6 percent of college students used the drug very occasionally,
while 10.6 percent of students reported
marijuana use 1-9 days a month. 1.7
percent of students reported daily use.
Ian Wong, the director of health
education of the Alcohol and Drug
Program at Health Services, is conducting a student survey that will provide more insight into marijuana use
at Tufts. Although he is still waiting
on the results, he said he believes the
drug’s use at Tufts to be close to these
statistics and on par with that of other
campuses. “It doesn’t seem like [marijuana] is a bigger problem here than
anywhere else,” he said.
One senior male, John*, whose
daily use of the drug has given him a

Daily File Photo

Tufts students indulged in marijuana smoking on Sunday, a habit that most students claim is infrequent.
considerable level of insight into the
role that marijuana plays on campus,
believes that there are three different
levels of marijuana use at Tufts.
“There are the true stoners, who might

be associated with the Bonnaroo [Music
Festival] crowd, who believe there is a
cultural and spiritual element to weed,”
John said. “Then there are the people
who do it just once in a while; infrequent

smokers who really enjoy it. The third
and final group, which I think is the
most common, are affluent students
see MARIJUANA, page 6

Focus on the Faculty | Neil Miller

Long path leads English lecturer to story of cave discovery
by

Kelsey Bell

Contributing Writer

MCT

In his newest book, Tufts English lecturer Neil Miller tells the story of the discovery
of enormous caverns —such as the one pictured here — in Arizona.

English lecturer Neil Miller can
count among his accomplishments a successful freelance
writing career and several awardwinning books exploring gay and
lesbian experiences around the
world.
But it was Miller’s affinity for
travel and adventure that led him
to examine another subject in his
latest book: “Kartchner Caverns:
How Two Cavers Discovered
and Saved One of the Natural
Wonders of the World,” published
in March.
After graduating from Brown
University with a degree in
English, Miller spent several years
writing for various publications in
Boston and, when possible, traveling.
Through his experiences as a
journalist and self-proclaimed
explorer, Miller was inspired to
write several books concerning
the state of homosexuality and
society, both in American culture
and in cultures around the world.
For his writing about homosexuality, Miller won the American
Library Association’s Stonewall
Book Award and The Randy Shilts
Award for Gay Nonfiction.
Since writing his first four
books, however, Miller has begun
a new chapter in his writing career,
exploring an entirely new subject
in his latest work.
“Kartchner Caverns” depicts the
true story of the discovery of long
underground limestone caves in
southern Arizona by Gary Tenen
and Randy Tufts, two amateur
spelunkers fresh out of college.
While the caves were opened to
the public in 1999, Miller focused

on the 14 years prior, during which
Tenen and Tufts went to extreme
lengths to keep their discovery
a secret for fear of looting and
destruction.
Miller visited the caverns himself once they opened to the public
and said he was fascinated that, in
such a well-mapped and modern
world, these amateur spelunkers
had
discovered
something
so magnificent.
“We think there’s nothing left to
discover,” Miller said.
He was further impressed by the
character of both Tufts and Tenen,
and so the motivation to write a
book about their story was born.
“They were so committed, with a
sense of responsibility to preserve
[their finding],” Miller said.
Miller approached Tenen, who
was working in Tucson, with the
idea to turn the story into a book
and found he was not the only
one who had made such an offer
— but Tenen was reluctant to
allow a book to be written about
his and Tufts’ experience with the
Kartchner Caverns.
“[Tenen] kept saying, ‘It’s really
not that interesting,’” Miller said.
“But we hit it off to some extent —
maybe it was the right moment.”
Despite Tenen’s reluctance,
Miller was able to convince
Tenen that the story was worth
writing about.
The book follows Tenen and
Tufts, who spent many of their
weekends exploring theWhetstone
Mountains, but believed the
smaller hills on the eastern face
of the mountains to be too small
to contain any significant caves.
But when Tufts and his girlfriend
found a new sinkhole near a previously explored site, he dragged
Tenen with him, convinced of the

possibility that something great
might lie beneath.
The two wandered in, and to
their delight found themselves
squeezing through small rock
openings that yielded room after
room of caves. After chiseling
away at a blowhole the size of a
grapefruit, they crawled over 250
feet on their hands and knees,
eventually reaching a corridor
where they could stand. Though
the two felt like they were in a
different world, they were really
only eight miles from the interstate highway.
The duo backed out of the cave
in fear because no one knew of
their whereabouts. This secrecy
would become one of the duo’s best
assets, however, when they decided their discovery should remain
underground until they could guarantee it would not be disturbed.
Tenen and Tufts’ goal to keep
the caverns a secret were met.
Even when the state legislature
was voting on the decision to buy
the caves and create a state park,
those who were brought into the
cave were blindfolded until they
reached the interior, and many
of those voting in the legislature
had no idea what the piece of
land contained.
Tufts died at a young age due
to a rare form of cancer, but in his
discovery he realized his dream
since childhood to discover a virgin cave.
Although this vast departure
from the themes of his earlier
works may seem arbitrary, Miller
explained that he enjoyed writing about the topic because of an
affinity for the geographic region.
“I’ve always loved the southwest
and spent much of my time out
there,” he said.
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Problems associated with heavy marijuana use prove to be difficult to detect
MARIJUANA

continued from page 5

[who use marijuana to] waste time and
money with like-minded friends.”
While John does not believe that marijuana use is more common at Tufts
than anywhere else, he does believe
that the relatively high level of wealth in
the student body, along with the competitive nature of the school, renders
the atmosphere of the school one that
lends itself to frequent use of the drug.
“At more competitive universities,
there is usually a higher percentage of
weed users, but those are also higher
tuition schools,” he said.
Wong said that Health Services often
councils students who are concerned
about their use of the drug. It is, however, more difficult to recognize a problem with marijuana than it might be
to recognize a problem with alcohol,
which often manifests itself in specific
incidents.
“A lot of times with alcohol, people
do things they very much regret. With
marijuana that doesn’t always happen,
but it slowly sneaks up on students,”
Wong said. “People [who use marijuana]
will come to college really wanting to

participate, and will see their grades and
participation starting to wane. They’ll
find that they’re not going to class or
doing their homework that much.”
John noticed a similar pattern among
his peers who use the drug heavily. “I
would say that nine times out of 10, it
creates a problem,” he said. “Four or five
times out of 10, a person gets brought
down and doesn’t even notice.”
He added that he has noticed a
marked difference between the behavior of older and younger students and
their use of marijuana. “At Tufts, kids
start out really letting loose with the
freedom you get on a college campus,”
he said. “It decreases over time. Many
people quit smoking before junior and
senior year.”
One sophomore male, Jeff*, an occasional recreational smoker during his
freshman year at Tufts, chose to quit
smoking.
“I have friends who have tried to get
summer jobs and internships with the
government, some of which have rules
saying you can’t have smoked in the last
three years,” Jeff said. “It made me think
that [smoking] wasn’t worth the hassle,
especially since I was doing it rarely.”

Many students, however, continue recreational indulgence on an occasional
basis. Another sophomore, Brian*, said
that his marijuana use is strictly social,
with varying frequency. “If it’s a Thursday
night, and you don’t really have a lot of
work to do or anything to go to, you can
throw your own little party,” he said.

“It doesn’t seem like [marijuana] is a bigger problem
here than anywhere else.”
Ian Wong
director of health education

Brian said he believes that while
heavy smokers do exist at Tufts, occasional smokers like himself are more
common. “There are definitely people
who smoke [very often]. I lived in a hall
last year where it seemed like thousands of dollars in weed were getting
moved every week,” he said. “There’s
definitely that subset of people, but
there’s a larger group of people who

smoke like I do, perhaps on a weekend
or on a nice day.”
Despite its frequency among college
students, Wong, along with the students
interviewed for this article, found it relatively rare that marijuana use provides
a gateway into other kinds of drug use
at Tufts.
“I have never been a big supporter of
the ‘gateway drug’ theory,” Wong said.
“I believe that the genetic makeup of a
person, if they come from a background
of addiction, could lead them to other
drugs.”
John also said he does not believe that
marijuana plays a gateway role at Tufts
any more than any other substance
might. “In any situation, it is always the
person, not the drug,” he said. “I don’t
think it’s the drug, but the freedom to
do the drug, that might cause some sort
of gateway syndrome.”
Wong added, however, that smoking
can have other indirect consequences
that affect the safety of others. “I’ve
heard anecdotally of students covering
up smoke alarms, endangering others
so that they can smoke, which puts
everyone in danger,” he said.
* Names have been changed.

Want your ad
to reach 8,000
students, parents
and faculty
members?

The Daily is offering premium
advertising space in this year’s
special Commencement edition.
Ads for students and parents run as
low as $30 for 1/8 page.
Learn more at:
www.tuftsdaily.com/commencement
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Movie Review

‘88 Minutes’ seems more like an eternity
by

7

Ari goldberg | The Away Message

Matthew DiGirolamo
Daily Staff Writer

Many action thriller films have a
plot device that lures audience members in. “Speed” (1994) had a bus that

Trapped in the (water)
closet

88 Minutes

“

Starring Al Pacino, Benjamin
McKenzie, Alicia Witt
Directed by John Avnet
couldn’t go below a certain speed,
“Se7en” (1995) played off the seven
deadly sins, and “The Departed” (2006)
was all about double agents. Columbia
Pictures’ newest film “88 Minutes”
gives our main protagonist 88 minutes
to “solve a murder: his own.” The film’s
tagline is not its only cheesy aspect.
Starring Al Pacino, Alicia Witt,
William Forsythe, Benjamin McKenzie
and Neal McDonough, the film follows Dr. Jack Gramm (played by
Pacino), a highly celebrated forensic psychologist, as he plays a deadly
cat-and-mouse game with Jon Forster
(McDonough), a man he sent behind
bars who is now facing death by capital punishment. The movie begins with
flashbacks to the murder in question
and then skips to Gramm’s convincing
testimony in Forster’s trial. Nine years
later, while Forster sits on death row
awaiting his execution 12 hours later,
another Seattle Slasher murder occurs
with the same M.O. Gramm is called
into action. The district attorney and
an FBI agent question Gramm and
pose the possibility that the real murderer was never brought to justice.
It is finally revealed to Gramm that
the victim of the second murder is
one of his students, and that she told
Gramm that he sent the wrong guy to
prison. Angry and late for his class,
Gramm drives over to the University
of Washington-Seattle campus where
cinemablend.com

see MINUTES, page 9

Even Al Pacino can’t shield himself from the shortcomings of “88 Minutes.”

Album Review

Phantom Planet busts out of its mold with ‘Raise the Dead’
by

Rebecca Goldberg
Contributing Writer

Five years ago, Phantom Planet was
momentarily famous for two reasons.
The first was a catchy pop sound so sunny

Raise the Dead

Phantom Planet

Fueled by Ramen
that “California” became the ubiquitous
theme for “The O.C.” The second was the
presence of actor Jason Schwartzman
(“Rushmore” (1998)) behind the drum
kit.
By the time the band’s self-titled
third album was released, Schwartzman
had departed to pursue acting, and the
upbeat ear candy of “The Guest” (2002)
left with him. “Phantom Planet” (2004)
was full of generic fuzz and feedback
as the remaining members of the band
tried to ride the garage rock wave a few
months too late. The stylistic 180 failed
to reel in the “O.C.” crowd, and Phantom
Planet was dropped by Epic Records. For
its triumphant return, the band was rescued by Fueled by Ramen, the label that
lords over bands like Panic at the Disco
and Fall Out Boy.
Instead of adopting the sound of their
new label mates for “Raise the Dead,”
though, Phantom Planet attempts to
marry the anthemic pop elements of
“The Guest” with the rollicking stomprock rhythms of “Phantom Planet.”
The product sounds surprisingly like a
low-rent, high-distortion version of The
Strokes. Vocalist Alex Greenwald wails
and mumbles just like a junior Julian

Casablancas, sometimes walking the fine
line between singing and outright yelling. Jacques Brauther on guitar does his
best Albert Hammond, Jr. impression,
supplying endless catchy riffs and staccato solos.
The title track triumphantly announces the return of Phantom Planet’s poprock sound, and it’s here that the band
comes closest to separating itself from
the rest of the neo-garage pack. The
album features more than its fair share
of sing-along backup vocals that make
even lyrically grim songs seem exciting
and optimistic.
“Leader,” one of the album’s best
tracks, boasts a serene mid-tempo beat
that hearkens back to the sun-andfun feeling of the band’s earlier fare.
Lead single “Do the Panic” urges listeners to “turn up your radio” and maybe
even dance around. On “Leave Yourself
for Somebody Else,” the driving beat
enhances the jubilant melody instead of
fighting against it.
“Dropped,” the album’s most successful track, combines Phantom Planet’s
two aesthetics most effectively. The song
is high-energy with a shout-along chorus
and a hand-clapped beat. The production is clean, using a lighter touch than
the noise-filled rock attempts, and the
outcome is infectious.
The more outright rock tracks are
somewhat less effective. The fuzzy noise
on “Demon Daughters” overwhelms any
melody hiding beneath. “Geronimo” fails
to support its own pounding, Meg Whiteesque drumbeat. These tracks seem more
like sonic experiments than completely constructed tracks on a decade-old
band’s fourth album.
For most of the album, the band mixes

amazon.com

The band decided to tape themselves to the
wall as a literal representation of how stuck
they are in Californnnniiaaaaaa.
rock and pop elements with mediocre
results. Many songs have elements, licks
and phrases that reveal the band’s pop
sensibilities but that don’t tie into the
muddy orchestration of the rest of the
song. The band experiments with a baritone saxophone and guitar distortion in
“Ship Lost At Sea,” but Greenwald’s slurring vocals ultimately don’t do enough to
let the vigorous melody soar above the
discordant groove.
More experimentation — this time
with ‘80s guitars, synthesized keyboards
and jungle drums — weighs down “Too
Much Too Often.” A lot of sounds are happening, but it seems as though the band
never stopped to figure out where the
song is going. Similar problems plague
“Confess,” which begins sparsely but
soon erupts in a wall of noise, while the
melody still doesn’t sound fully realized.

Since that bathroom scene/
There’s been a slight concern.”
— Tom Petty

Over the course of the semester, a lot of
people have asked me why my column seems
to have no theme. Week to week it’s been a
column about nothing, this much is true.
So I thought it would be appropriate for this
near-final article to give some insight into the
Seinfeld-ian randomness of my topics.
Now, it’s hard to convince strangers
that your life is one giant “Seinfeld”
episode, but the most common reaction
my friends give my anecdotes is, “That
could only happen to you.” I don’t know
if art imitates life or life imitates art here
— but this has been happening ever
since I was seven and apologized to an
amusement park Santa Claus because I
felt guilty for being Jewish and still asking for a present on his lap.
This past weekend I went to Manhattan
for a family Passover. All the marquee
names were there. There were Kahns
with a K, Cahns with a C, Steins with an
“ei” and Stynes with a “y.” There were
bubies, zadies, menches and meshuganas. Goldsteins, Goldbergs, Greenbergs,
Greenbaums, Hirschbaums, Hirschfelds
and yes, Seinfelds. So with the stage set for
a Woody Allen movie — or an accountants’
convention — I was able to make a fairly
educated guess that I might be stepping
into a “Seinfeld” day. Because after all, I
put the Jew in ejewcated guess.
After a four-hour drive down, I walked
into my cousin’s apartment for a nice prePassover brunch of bagels, lox and cream
cheese — the three staples that sustained
our people through 40 years of wandering
the Egyptian desert. I put my bag down,
got my cheeks pinched as the perpetual
6-year-old I will always be to my grandparents and went to the bathroom.
Now this is a Manhattan apartment
bathroom, so it is small. Like, you could
wash your hands, brush your teeth, take a
shower and plop out some matzo balls all
from the same seat if you want. After partaking in half of those activities, I turned to
unlock the door. However, when I turned
the deadbolt knob back, the knob moved.
The bolt didn’t.
Fast forward 10 minutes and there
are 15 people standing outside the door
offering advice along the lines of “Did
you turn it ALL the way?” as if perhaps
this was my first experience with a lock
and door. Now, of all the anxiety, phobias and neuroses spicing up the family
gene pool, who’d have thought a relative
trapped in the bathroom would be one
of the hot buttons?
So after an hour of doing my best Andy
Dufresne, Cool Hand Luke and Steve
McQueen solitary confinement impressions, rearranging the decorative soaps,
and counting the 418 tiles on the floor,
broken only by intermittent attempts to
assure my relations that, “Yes, I already
tried turning the handle,” they got a
handyman to knock out the lock entirely
... which naturally shot across the room
into my stomach as I sat waiting on the
toilet. I was greeted by more cheek pinches, an already emptied brunch table and a
new answer to “why is this night different
from all other nights?”
So began my Passover in New York, and
just like all good “Seinfeld” episodes, it has
to wrap around at the end. So naturally,
upon getting back to Tufts tonight I found
myself locked out of the house and had to
break in through the bathroom window.
Enter laugh track. Cue the bass line.
Ari Goldberg is a senior majoring in history. He
can be reached at Ari.Goldberg@tufts.edu.
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Want to congratulate your
graduating friends or
organization members?

A COURSE FOR EVERYONE

SUMMER08
Summer is nearly here.
Register now.
TUFTS SUMMER SESSION 2008
First Session

May 21–June 27, 2008

Second Session

July 1–August 8, 2008

Twelve-Week Session

May 21–August 8, 2008

http://ase.tufts.edu/summer

Buy an ad in the
Tufts Daily’s
Commencement
issue.
Student ads run as low as $30 for
1/8 page.
www.tuftsdaily.com/commencement

Van Jones

Civil Rights Leader and Activist
Public Lecture

Tonight!

Time: 6:00pm-7:00pm (doors open at 5:45pm)
Location: Cohen Auditorium
This event is free of charge

an Jones is the founder and board president of the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, a California-based nonprofit organization
hat works to prevent youth violence and incarceration. Through its ‘Green-Collar Jobs Campaign’, Jones and the center have expanded their work to
ddress global climate change and advance the emerging green economy by lifting people out of poverty through employment
nd other opportunities in green construction, clean technology, urban agriculture, and energy.

ponsored by, and in celebration of 35 years of Tufts Department of Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning (UEP), the Tufts University Office of
he Provost, the Office of Institutional Diversity, the Africana Center, the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences and the Office of Alumni Relations.

hoto by William Mercer McLeod
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Top five albums
The following are the top five albums
played by the DJs at WMFO during the
past seven days.

5

Man Man: “Rabbit Habits”
Anti, 2008

amazon.com

4

Nick Drake: “Pink Moon”
Umvd Import, 2003

cinemablend.com

“If my finger were a gun, I’d totally be shooting you right now.”

Pacino’s impressive performance holds
together an otherwise lackluster thriller
MINUTES

amazon.com

continued from page 7

3

Rabbinical School Dropouts: “Cosmic Tree”
Tzadik, 2002

amazon.com

Amsterdam Klezmer Band & Galata Gypsy
Orchestra: “Katakofti”
Kalan Müzik, 2006

2
myspace.com

1

REO Speedwagon: “You Can Tune a Piano,
But You Can’t Tuna Fish”
Sony, 1978

melismamagazine.blogspot.com

If ‘Guitar Hero’ became an entire orchestra...
“The first thing about the Electro
New Music Ensemble,” Professor Paul
Lehrman said, “is that it doesn’t really
exist.” This Friday’s concert is something
of an experiment. The Tufts Electronic
Music Ensemble (EME), directed by
Lehrman, and the Tufts New Music
Ensemble (NME), directed by Professor
Donald Berman, will join forces to perform a variety of new works from off
and on the Hill.
The two ensembles first played
together during Parent’s Weekend last
October. According to Lehrman, the
concert “worked out very well.” This
time around, however, the Electro New
Music Ensemble will have a different
repertoire.
“With this concert we’re not an
ensemble so much as we’re playing a
bunch of projects done by students,”
Lehrman said. Two of these projects
include students’ electronically composed film scores. In two other pieces,
students will improvise with electronic
instruments.
	One of show’s most unusual pieces
is sure to be “Imaginary Dialogues,”
which Lehrman and graduate student
Philip Acimovic will perform using Wii

controllers. The controllers send signals
through Blue Tooth, and have been set
up to communicate with a computer
that interprets the data so it can control
music software.
The electronic pieces will be interspersed with NME performances. One
of NME’s highlights will be the premiere
of “Bad Old Songs,” commissioned by
Tufts alum Tom Swafford (LA ’95).
The concert’s last piece will be a
video recording of a robotic orchestra playing “Ballet Mécanique” at the
National Gallery of Art. The film will
be shown in surround sound. Lehrman
believes that the fusion of electronics
and music is improving rapidly, citing
“Guitar Hero” as an example. EME is
helping this progression.
“We like to think of this as the future
of musical instruments,” Lehrman said,
“We’re just thinking, okay, what are
the technologies out there and how
can we apply them to music?”
The Electro New Music Ensemble will
perform at 8 p.m. this Friday, April 25
in Distler Performance Hall. The concert
is free and open to the public.
—by Naomi Bryant

he teaches a forensics class. On his way
to class, Gramm receives a phone call
telling him that he has 88 minutes to
live. From there, Gramm drives around
town trying to save his reputation, his
life and the lives of those around him.
The gimmick comes in about 20 minutes into the film; after Jack gets the
call, there are exactly 88 minutes left in
the film. The real-time effect has been
seen before on “24,” but rarely on the
big screen.
Aside from Pacino’s typically strong
performance, most of the other actors
are lifeless and don’t bring anything
exciting to the table. The script is dull;
most of the time, you’d find better conversation between yourself and a rock.
The plot has its crazy twists and turns,
and you never really know who is bad
and who is good; every time anyone is
suspected of being involved, the camera

lingers on his face as ominous music
plays and Pacino stares him down.
The film’s direction and editing aren’t
the best either. Sloppy cuts and goofs —
like accidentally filming the crew and
showing the obvious mockup of Jack’s
exploding car — take away from any
sense of reality this film might have.
Director Jon Avnet has such credits
as “Fried Green Tomatoes” (1991) and
six episodes of TV failure “Boomtown”
(no wonder Neal McDonough was
cast — wasn’t he in that too?). Avnet’s
next film, “Righteous Kill”(2008), starring Pacino and Robert De Niro, will
hopefully salvage what’s left of his
reputation.
“88 Minutes” teeters between good
and bad — sometimes the plot is too
predictable, while at other times it’s
overcomplicated. It may be worth a
watch, but just wait for the rental or
get someone else to buy you a ticket for
this gimmicky thriller.
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EDITORIAL

Pickard has vision to lead as TCU president
As Jumbos head to the polls tomorrow
to vote for their Tufts Community Union
(TCU) president, they’ll be faced with the
same challenge Democratic voters have
faced throughout this primary season: how
to choose between a clear vision for the
future and a series of concrete plans that
perhaps lack vision when no candidate
offers both.
And just as this paper endorsed the latter before Super Tuesday, the Daily now
endorses sophomore Duncan Pickard for
the TCU presidency.
Pickard, moreso than either of his worthy rivals, sophomore C.J. Mourning and
junior Elton Sykes, has a unique ability to
lead that will enable him to unify both the
individual members of the Senate and the
separate factions of the Tufts community
to work together toward universal goals.
Of course, all of the candidates in this
year’s contest recognize the value of building
and strengthening community ties at Tufts,
and Sykes and Mourning certainly have
clear ideas about how to accomplish this
goal. However, Pickard has the combination
of leadership and communication skills that
make him the best equipped to fill the two
most essential roles of the TCU president:
managing the various committees, projects
and personalities within the Senate itself
and using the Senate as a tool to serve Tufts
as a whole.
As a leader, Pickard brings to the table an
attitude and a résumé that make him best
suited to an executive role in the Senate.
Those in charge of a large organization like
the Senate need to be able to identify broad
areas of improvement, then delegate and
motivate individual committees to create plans to address those problems. The
buzzword of Pickard’s campaign has been
“vision,” the label he’s given to his ideological framework for tackling problems in a
way that leaves micro-management of policies to the Senate committees while freeing
him up for macro-level administration.
For instance, although Pickard identifies lowering campus food prices as a

potential goal if elected, he considers it
merely one step toward his wider goal to
control the cost of the average student’s
undergraduate experience at Tufts.
Pickard doesn’t focus his campaign on
single projects or lofty ideas but on the
logical chain of events that will allow
good ideas to become working policies.
Pickard’s effectiveness as a leader is particularly evidenced in his work with the
Media Advocacy Board, formerly the Media
Advisory Board. Pickard turned what was a
loose coalition of the heads of several campus media outlets into an active media programming board that sponsors events and
facilitates communication about speech
and media on campus.
While Mourning and Sykes have criticized Pickard’s vision for being overly broad
and lacking in substance, it is frankly not
the president’s job to concern himself with
the specifics of each individual project. The
Senate is such a large organization with so
many moving parts that its president cannot
function as a micro-manager; to become
bogged down in too many details would
render any candidate ineffective as a leader.
For this reason, Mourning’s extensive
and impressive committee work does not
necessarily recommend her to the TCU
presidency. Mourning’s name is attached to
more projects and policies than either of her
opponents, but her most recent accomplishment, combining Points and Dining Dollars
into a single entity called JumboCash, shows
that her practical mindset is better suited to
the work of a committee member than to
that of a president. While it can’t be denied
that JumboCash’s convenience factor is both
brilliant and appreciated, Mourning failed
to foresee the broader negative impact the
plan could have on some students’ financial
aid packages. Mourning has demonstrated
that she has the energy and the wherewithal
to get projects done, but she doesn’t have
the same big-picture mentality as Pickard
— a mentality that will be key to successfully
leading the Senate as a whole.
For his part, Sykes has not shown enough

capability in a leadership role to demonstrate that he is ready to be in charge of the
Senate. Although Sykes has co-chaired a
committee, his tenure in such a position was
not nearly as productive as Mourning’s, and
his plan for the future isn’t as cohesive or as
functional as Pickard’s.
As such, Sykes’ campaign platform is
built solely on several good ideas, some of
which have no hope of being realized in a
way that students will be able to appreciate. For example, one of the main goals of
Sykes’ three-pronged platform is to improve
students’ residential experience. He has
noted that one of the ways to do this would
be to merge the Office of Residential Life
and Living and Tufts’ Facilities Department
to consolidate the powers that influence
on-campus housing. However, these two
organizations have such different responsibilities, and the Senate’s authority is so
limited, that Sykes’ plan would never realistically be able to address his concerns
about student housing.
Finally, Pickard is the candidate with
the greatest ability to promote interactions
between separate student groups, the Tufts
administration and the TCU Senate. One
look at Pickard’s clear and professional campaign, which brought him great visibility
amongst the student body, leaves no doubt
that he has the communication skills to grab
and hold the attention of a large audience.
As such a clear and effective communicator, he will be capable of mobilizing that
audience to work toward a common goal.
And his diverse background — he has held
a variety of leadership roles both within the
Senate and in the greater community — has
provided him with the working relationships he will need to actively begin the process of building campus unity.
Given the fact that Pickard has a more
effective platform from which to launch
this spirit of cooperation and togetherness,
Jumbos’ first task as a unified campus community should be to elect Duncan Pickard
as TCU president.
Polls open tonight at midnight.
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Op-Ed

Stop the stripping
by

Carrie Jones

Last week, I became reinvigorated about a cause I thought I knew
a lot about: environmental justice.
What is it? It’s a framework for integrating class, race, gender, the environment and social justice concerns. It’s a worldview that values
the principle that all people have a
right not only to be protected from
environmental pollution, but also
to receive an equitable distribution
of environmental benefits.
The effects of climate change
and the disparities between the
global North and South highlight
environmental justice concerns
on a global scale, but last week I
attended a lecture by Dave Cooper,
who brought the issue a little closer
to home. Cooper, a resident of West
Virginia, helped me understand the
true power behind a flick of a light
switch.
In West Virginia, about 45 miles
east of Charleston, there is a community that is asking itself: “Are they
trying to bury us alive?” The “they”
in question refers to businesses and
corporations, who are tearing up
the mountains in their search for
coal; the government, which has
turned a blind eye; and consumers,
who are unaware that our addiction
to energy causes an unimaginable
level of environmental devastation.
When we think about where our
electricity comes from, our first
thought is not of a mountain in
the Appalachians. But that’s where
we ought to turn our attention,
because 50 percent of the energy
used in the United States comes
from coal. And when one pound of
coal keeps a lamp burning for only
three hours, you can imagine the
millions of tons of coal Americans
burn every year.
In the east, coal seams are
found running along the coast
underneath the Appalachian
Mountains. To extract this buried coal, companies use a technique known as “mountaintop
removal,” or strip mining. It is
one of the greatest domestic environmental issues of our time. The
tops of mountains are filled with
the explosive ammonium nitrate
fuel oil (ANFO). The explosives
remove the tops of the mountains, revealing the seams of coal,
which allows for easier access and
a larger percentage of extraction.

MCT

The rock waste that is created
from the explosions and unused
by the coal companies is literally
dumped into the valley below. This
debris is euphemistically called
“valley fill,” and it creates problems for the communities living
downstream of the valleys’ creeks.
Water slides off the mountainsides
at an increased rate, causing flash
floods and vast destruction to the
people living below. Many community members see no way to
fight back or express their concerns and are forced to move away.
This chain of events has resulted
in the destruction of mountains,
rivers and communities.

The issues surrounding the use
of coal for energy are many, and
some are closer to home than we
think: According to the Web site
ILoveMountains.org, nearly every
zip code has a connection to mountaintop removal. Medford is connected to mountain top removal by
way of the Massachusetts Electric
Company, operated by NRG
Energy, which uses coal directly
from mountaintop removal mines
in Appalachia.
Coal is known as the “dirtiest”
fuel because it creates the most carbon emissions, but it may surprise
people to know that the dirtiest
process involving coal is its extrac-

tion. “Clean coal” is an oxymoron.
Residents in West Virginia know
the truth: Coal waste and pollution from extraction, the burial
of streams, the destruction of the
Appalachian Mountains, the disruption of communities and the
irreversible damage done to future
generations are all on the laundry
list of problems that locals experience due to mountaintop removal.
These problems, as well as the carbon dioxide emissions that contribute to climate change, begin with
consumer demand and our desire
to keep flicking that switch.
Although the state of the economy and environment are both very

real concerns, I do not believe they
are in opposition to each other. The
best way to create economic stability is through ensuring that people
live in a healthy environment.
Most people want to do work that
has a positive impact on the environment, but it is also important
that individuals are able to support
themselves and their families at the
same time. Green collar jobs are
on the rise, and alternatives to the
detrimental effects of mountain top
removal are a reality in which we
live. It is just a matter of connecting people to opportunities and the
public to knowledge.
For example, every year West
Virginia makes more money from
tourism than from mining. West
Virginia is called “almost heaven” for
a reason: it is one of the most pristine and ecologically rich regions
of the United States. World-class
white water rafting and mountain
climbing bring thousands to the
“Mountain State.” However, West
Virginia can do far more to capitalize on its natural beauty — without
destroying it.
They can build more tent platforms, expand hiking trails and
create recreational opportunities
that draw visitors from around the
world. In order to have a viable
future, West Virginia must diversify
its economy and focus on the sustainable treasures it possesses. It
must value the riches that will not
despoil the land and endanger the
people. There are many steps
you can do to learn more about
mountain top removal. You can
see the mountains for yourself. You
can write to the governor of West
Virginia, Joe Manchin, and encourage him to oppose mountaintop
removal and support renewable
energy alternatives such as solar
power and wind power.
Closer to home, you can make
the choice to decrease your
demand for coal by switching to
renewable energy sources and by
flicking the power switch to “on” a
little less often. And you can hear
Van Jones, an advocate for environmental justice, as well as the
founder and president of Green For
All, speak at 6 p.m. tonight in Cohen
Auditorium.
Carrie Jones is a senior majoring
in biology.

Protect our schools: Keep intelligent design out
by

Patrick Andriola

Ben Stein, of Ferris Bueller fame, will
soon be releasing a new documentary entitled “Expelled: No Intelligence
Allowed,” which claims to detail how
those in the scientific community who
are proponents of intelligent design (ID)
have been unfairly fired and ridiculed
by their colleagues. Besides acting as an
attack on academia in general, the movie
is a catalyst for those who support teaching an alternative theory to evolution in
our public school science classes.
Many of you may be in favor of children learning about ID and evolution
and then choosing for themselves which
they believe. However, ID is so problematic and rooted in theology that it
would be a serious threat to our society
as a whole if it were integrated into our
classrooms. ID serves as an alternative
theory of humanity’s origins, claiming
that present-day Homo sapiens never
evolved from a lower species. Instead,
it promotes the idea that some higher
power created us in our present form.
One of the many problems with this
idea is that it is not rooted in any science.
Its proponents are mostly Christians
who are worried about the growing secularity of our nation and have decided
to take it out on our children. Evolution
is no longer in question by any stretch

of the imagination. For the past 150
years, scientists have been running tests
and experiments to validate the theory
of evolution, and never has there been
substantial evidence to suggest that
Darwin’s idea of species evolving from
lower organisms is wrong. However,
those in favor of ID poke imaginary
holes in the theory of evolution, creating faulty arguments and manipulating
the words of respected scientists.
In 2005, the school board of Dover,
Penn. decided that they were going to
make their teachers read a disclaimer
saying that the theory of evolution
had many flaws and that ID served as
a plausible explanation for the origins
of mankind. However, when angry parents objected to their children being
taught this information, they sued. The
case, Kitzmiller v. Dover, reached a U.S.
federal court that would serve as (hopefully) a final battleground between ID
and evolution.
Arguing for the side of ID was the
Thomas More Law Center, which brought
its best lawyers and scientists for the
case. On evolution’s side were a variety
of intelligent and respected professionals including the ACLU, Dr. Ken Miller of
Brown University and Dr. Barbara Forrest
of Southeastern Louisiana University.
When the ID-ers brought out Lehigh
biology professor Michael Behe to dis-

prove evolution, Dr. Miller was there to
tell the court why Behe’s critique was
fundamentally flawed (and to prove evolution true in the process).
When the More Law Center tried
to persuade Judge Jones that ID was
not religious, Dr. Forrest was there to
trace the history of ID to its roots in
Christianity and creationism. In the
end, Judge Jones, a conservative Bush
appointee, declared that “the overwhelming evidence at trial established
that ID is a religious view, a mere relabeling of creationism, and not a scientific theory.” The verdict was in, and
ID was out.
But in the ID-ers’ defense, they certainly do not quit easily. They are back,
this time led by Ben Stein, and hold a
new mantra: “Teach the controversy!”
They argue that noble scientists who
reject evolution are being abused and
fired, and that no one can speak up for
ID without being shot down. But the
fact of the matter is that there is no controversy. In the scientific community,
evolution is an accepted theory that
has never been proven false. The ID-ers
are trying to manipulate Americans by
creating a clash where none exists, fabricating a conflict between brave proponents of ID and evil, atheistic scientists.
But if there is anyone who should be
ashamed of themselves, it should be

those in favor of ID. Instead of trying to
establish that ID has a legitimate, scientific theory, they have attempted to take
ID and force the courts to implement it.
They have decided to bypass the scientific method, skip any objective scrutiny
and put their theory straight into the
textbooks of our youth.
What these people must realize is that
science is not directed by vote. Rather, it is
dictated by fact. Hypothetically, we could
hold a vote tomorrow on whether or not
water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit. If
96 percent of us decided that it did not, it
really would not make a difference. The
laws of nature do not change just because
we want them to change.
In the end, intelligent design, like
the Duesberg Hypothesis for AIDS or
the geocentric model of the universe,
will eventually die out as a non-scientific theory. Its proponents will turn to
other areas — maybe the math or history
departments — and attempt to implement their theistic ideas there.
In the meantime, however, we still
have to be wary of such a dangerous
idea, before our textbooks have warnings claiming that “gravity” is only a
theory as well.
Patrick Andriola is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of the Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Op-Ed welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles
on campus, national and international issues should be 800 to 1,200 words in length. Editorial cartoons and Op-Eds in the form of cartoons are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to
appear in the Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material must be submitted via e-mail (oped@tuftsdaily.com) attached in .doc or .docx format.
Questions and concerns should be directed to the Op-Ed editors. The opinions expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Tufts Daily itself.
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Softball

Jumbos capture NESCAC East crown
by taking two of three from Trinity
Tong and Santone deliver strong pitching performances
by Sapna

Bansil

Daily Editorial Board

A slew of errors, a thinned
pitching rotation and a stymied offensive assault couldn’t
SOFTBALL
(21-7, 8-1 NESCAC East)
at Spicer Field, Saturday
Trinity
Tufts

5
2

Trinity
Tufts

1
2

at Spicer Field, Friday
Trinity
Tufts

1
7

prevent the softball team from
accomplishing one of its preseason goals over the weekend.
The Jumbos went 2-1 in a
three-game series with division rival Trinity, which combined with Bates’ 2-0 loss at
Colby on Friday to earn Tufts
its fourth consecutive NESCAC
East crown, guaranteeing the
defending conference champi-

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Sophomore Stefanie Tong pitches during the softball team’s 7-1 win over
Trinity Friday afternoon. After spending a week off the practice field nursing
an ailing knee, Tong returned to hurl a complete-game four-hitter.
ons a return trip to the NESCAC
Tournament.
Tufts wrapped up the
division with a 7-1 win in

Friday’s series opener and a
2-1 victory in the first half of
see SOFTBALL, page 17

Men’s Tennis

Decisive loss to Amherst all but
seals Jumbos’ postseason fate
by

Philip Dear

Daily Editorial Board

In a pressure-filled contest that
would determine its postseason fate,
the men’s tennis team fell 8-1 at the
MEN’S TENNIS
(8-6, 2-5 NESCAC)
at Amherst, Mass., Sunday
Tufts		
Amherst

1		
8

hands of the nationally ranked No. 18
Amherst Lord Jeffs on the road Sunday.
The loss, which snapped a twomatch winning streak, almost guarantees that the Jumbos will miss out on
the NESCAC Tournament for the fourth
straight year. The math is tough: Tufts
now sits at ninth place in the conference and only the top six teams make
the field.
To add salt to the wound, Tufts’ regular season finale, a road match against
Williams, is unlikely to change its fate.
The Ephs are No. 3 in the nation with a
6-1 conference record, 14-2 overall.
The Lord Jeffs soundly defeated Tufts
in all three doubles matches, surrendering only seven games across three
eight-game pro sets. Amherst entered
the singles matches needing just two
wins to sew up the overall victory.
Despite several three-set efforts from
the singles lineup, Tufts’ only victory
came from the No. 3 singles player,
sophomore Andrew Rosen, who defeated Amherst’s Jeff Wan 3-6, 6-4, 10-6 in a
third-set super tie-breaker.

15

“I tried to keep the ball deep and
play consistent and aggressive,” Rosen
said. “It was an intense match — my
opponent was very good. There were
a few critical points that I was able to
pull out. I tried to come to the net and
put away the points, continuing to be
aggressive.”
Senior captain Will Fleder played at
No. 1 singles as usual, and despite losing 7-5, 6-2 said his match was much
closer than the scores indicate, a pattern seen across all the Jumbos’ matches.
“I had a chance in the first set, but
my opponent capitalized on the big
points and I didn’t,” Fleder said.
“For the most part we didn’t capitalize as much as they did,” he continued.
“We made some unforced errors. The
matches could’ve gone a lot differently
from what the scores say.”
Freshman Tony Carucci and sophomore Bryan Wilner both won the first
set of their respective matches at the
fourth and fifth singles spots, but neither could come up with a victory.
Carucci battled Amherst freshman Sean
Doeffler to a third set super tie-break,
but Doeffler closed out the match by
a final score of 4-6, 6-4, 11-9. Carucci
had his chances though, failing to capitalize on two match point opportunities.
Wilner found himself in a tight match
of his own against Amherst freshman
Moritz Koenig, who eventually outlasted Wilner in a three sets a final tally
of 2-6, 6-3, 6-1.
see MEN’S TENNIS, page 17

Offense finally breaks out as softball
salvages split against Endicott
Entering the second half of
yesterday’s doubleheader against
non-conference foe Endicott, the
softball team’s potent offense
had tallied just 12 hits in its last
three games. Needless to say,
the slump is over.
The Jumbos busted out for
eight runs on a season-high 19
hits to salvage a split of the
twinbill against the Gulls, taking
the second game 8-3.
The victory followed a 2-1
loss in the opener of the doubleheader, a game in which Tufts
was held to fewer than five hits
for the second time in its last
three games.
In all, six Jumbos had multihit games in the win. Junior
center fielder Laura Chapman,
senior
co-captain
Megan
Cusick, junior left fielder Roni
Herbst and junior third baseman
Samantha Kuhles all led the
way with three hits apiece.
Coming into the game hitless in her last 13 at-bats, senior
co-captain Danielle Lopez, the
team’s leader in RBI, broke out
of her mini-slump, going 2-for-3
with two runs scored.
The beneficiary of the run
support was sophomore pitcher
Stefanie Tong, who improved
to 7-0 after allowing three runs
in 5.1 innings. Freshman Izzie
Santone, who was named the

NESCAC Pitcher of the Week
yesterday, continued her shutdown weekend by tossing 1.2
innings of scoreless relief for her
second career save.
Including two appearances against Trinity on Saturday,
Santone has allowed just one
unearned run and seven hits in
her last three outings.
The Jumbos dropped the
first game of the doubleheader
earlier in the afternoon, falling
on the short end of a pitchers’ duel between Tufts junior
Lauren Gelmetti and Endicott
senior Jenn Elwell. Although limited by a sore shoulder earlier in
the weekend, Gelmetti returned
to strong results, hurling a complete game two-hitter.
Unfortunately for the Jumbos,
Elwell was just as good, holding
the Jumbos to only four singles. In the bottom of the sixth
inning, Endicott made Elwell’s
effort stand up, tallying a goahead run off Gelmetti for the
final 2-1 margin.
With her younger sister
Hayley watching from the Gulls’
bench, junior designated hitter
Cara Hovhanessian extended
her hitting streak to five games
with one hit in each half of the
doubleheader.
—by Sapna Bansil

Runners celebrate Patriots’Day with 26-mile run

Timothy Straub/Tufts Daily

A pair of runners participate in the 112th running of the Boston Marathon, which
took place yesterday as the city celebrated Patriots’ Day. For the third consecutive year,
Kenya’s Robert Cheruiyot took the men’s race, clocking in at a time of 2:07:46. The victory made Cheruiyot just the fourth man ever to win at least four Boston Marathons.
The women’s race provided much more drama, as Ethiopia’s Dire Tune and Russia’s
Alevtina Biktimirova battled to the closest finish ever. Racing for the first time at the
Boston Marathon, Tune picked up the victory by just two seconds despite running into
a camera vehicle on one of the final turns.

112TH BOSTON MARATHON
Men’s Results
COUNTRY TIME
1. Cheruiyot, Robert K. Kenya
2. Bouramdane, A.
Morocco
3. El Boumlili, Khalid
Morocco
4. Asfaw, Gashaw
Ethiopia
5. Adillo, Kasime
Ethiopia

2:07:46
2:09:04
2:10:35
2:10:47
2:12:24

Women’s Results
COUNTRY	
1. Tune, Dire
2. Biktimirova, Alevtina
3. Jeptoo, Rita
4. Prokopcuka, Jelena
5. Magarsa, Askale Tafa

TIME
Ethiopia
Russia
Kenya
Latvia
Ethiopia

2:25:25
2:25:27
2:26:34
2:28:12
2:29:48

BASEBALL: COL 11, BAT 6 - BAT 7, COL 2 - COL 9, BAT 8 - WIL 9, HAM 2 - WIL 9, HAM 7 - WIL 9, HAM 8 - MID 14, AMH 8 - AMH 8,
MID 7 - AMH 14, MID 8. SOFTBALL: BAT 6, COL 1 - COL 2, BAT 0 - COL 2, BAT 1 - WIL 4, MID 1 - MID 6, WIL 2 - WIL 4, MID 3 - WES
11, AMH 2 - AMH 1, WES 0 - WES 9, AMH 3 - AMH 3, MID 2 - BOW 7, BAT 3. MEN’S LAX: WIL 14, TRI 6 - CON 11, COL 4 - MID
11, WES 8 - BOW 12, AMH 9. WOMEN’S LAX: MID 19, WES 6 - AMH 7, BOW 6 - WIL 13, TRI 11 - COL 19, CON 9. MEN’S TENNIS:
COL 8, HAM 1 - WIL 8, BOW 1 - MID 7, AMH 2 - BAT 9, CON 0 - BOW 9, HAM 0 - WIL 6, BAT 3 - BOW 7, COL 2. WOMEN’S TENNIS:
AMH 9, TRI 0 - WIL 6, BOW 3 - CON 5, BAT 4 - COL 5, HAM 4 - WIL 8, BAT 1 - BOW 9, COL 0 - AMH 8, MID 1 - WES 7, BAT 2.
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Women’s Lacrosse

Jumbos hold on to late lead to polish off sixth straight victory
by

Eddie Mishan

Daily Staff Writer

It was likely the biggest save of freshman Sara Bloom’s young career. There
were less than 30 ticks left on the clock in
WOMEN’S LACROSSE
(9-3, 4-3 NESCAC)
at Bello Field, Saturday
Bates		
Tufts		

5
5

7
8

-----

12
13

a crucial league matchup, and her team
was clinging to a one-goal lead gained
after a deadlocked first half, then nearly
lost in the game’s final minutes.
But when the shot came her way,
Bloom, the team’s rookie — and only —
goalie, came up with it. Her sideline clear
and the three upfield passes that followed
it clinched a 13-12 victory over NESCAC
rival Bates. The win was the Jumbos’ sixth
straight, the team’s longest streak in over
two years, pushing them above .500 in
league play at 4-3, 9-3 overall.
Their two remaining games, against
Amherst today and Middlebury on
Saturday, are still the final word in
determining their postseason fate. But
Saturday’s win, in which the Jumbos
trailed 3-0 and 9-6 before rattling off six
unanswered goals, puts them in prime
position for a top-four NESCAC finish. It
would be their first such finish in the six
years of the conference tournament.
“Both Amherst and Middlebury are
important games that will decide who
we’re going to play in the tournament,”
freshman midfielder Amanda Roberts
said. “But at this point in the season,
there isn’t anything physically we can
do. Mentally, we’re going into the games
knowing that we’re going to play our hardest and reach that higher level of play that
we usually excel at. The next two games
are definitely going to be mental games.”
The Bobcats started strong, scoring
the first three goals and four of the first
six. After junior Chrissie Attura got the
Jumbos on the board in the 17th minute
of the first period with her 15th goal of the
season, senior co-captain Alyssa Corbett,
sophomore midfielder Jenna Abelli and
freshman Amanda Roberts each added a
goal to tie the score at four.
Sophomore Emily Johnson scored her
20th goal of the season off of an Abelli
assist, giving the Jumbos a 5-4 lead with
under two minutes to play in the period. But the lead was short-lived; Bobcat
senior Molly Wagner scored her second
goal of the game shortly after, tying the
score at five.
The second half began much the same

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Freshman midfielder Amanda Roberts cradles the ball past a Bates defender during the women’s lacrosse team’s 13-12 win over the Bobcats
at Bello Field Saturday. Roberts notched a game-high seven points as the Jumbos picked up their sixth straight win.
way the first period did, as Bates found
the back of the net early and often. Four
of the first five goals of the period came
courtesy of the Bobcats, and with 17:51 to
go in the game, Bates had its largest lead
at 9-6.
But like its past two NESCAC weekends
against Colby and Bowdoin, Tufts was up
to the challenge of overcoming a secondhalf deficit.
“I feel like since the beginning of the
season, we have gained the ability to come
back from a deficit,” freshman defender
Lily Colahan said. “Having five wins before
this, we know that even if we are down by
three we have a chance to come back.”
With 17:06 to go in the game, Tufts

began its comeback bid. Roberts struck
for her second and third goals of the
game, adding to her team-leading tally.
That was followed by a scoring run from
senior Sarah Williams, who tacked on two
straight goals to give the Jumbos a 10-9
lead they would not relinquish.
Roberts and junior Courtney Thomas
capped the Tufts run with two critical
insurance goals, putting the Jumbos up
12-9 with 6:02 showing on the clock.
The Bobcats, however, did not give up,
scoring two goals within 20 seconds, cutting the Jumbos’ lead to one with 4:33 left
to play.
Roberts’ fifth goal then put the Jumbos
back up by two. This goal was essential

in securing the victory, since two minutes later, Bobcat freshman Briana Gross
added her second goal of the game to
draw Bates within one.
“It was really stressful at the end,”
Colahan said. “Everyone was pretty
exhausted; nobody wanted to go into
overtime, and Sara pulled through for
us. There was definitely a point when I
thought we might go into OT.”
The Jumbos face NESCAC rivals Amherst
and Middlebury in the coming week, two
powerhouses that have one loss to conference opponents between them. After the
game against Middlebury on Saturday, the
Jumbos begin the NESCAC Tournament
on Sunday.

Men’s Lacrosse

Jumbos continue playoff push with solid victory over Bates
by Scott Janes

Daily Staff Writer

After last week’s 19-4 romp
over Bowdoin, the men’s
lacrosse team came into
MEN’S LACROSSE
(8-4, 5-2 NESCAC)
at Lewiston, Maine, Saturday
Tufts
Bates

5
4

5
2

3
1

3 --- 16
3 --- 10

Saturday’s key NESCAC battle
against another Maine rival,
Bates, hoping to keep that
momentum rolling towards a
deep playoff run.
The Jumbos (8-4, 5-2
NESCAC) did just that as they
outlasted the Bobcats (2-5,
3-8) in Lewiston, Maine in
a 16-10 victory on Saturday
afternoon at Campus Avenue
Field. Five goals broke open a
5-5 tie in the second quarter,
and the Tufts defense clamped
down in the second half to
move the team one step closer
to securing a home game in
the NESCAC Tournament.
The offense was led by a
trio of four-goal performances from freshman attackman

D.J. Hessler, junior attackman Clem McNally and senior
midfielder Matt Caple. Senior
midfielder Connor Ginsberg
spread around three assists,
and Hessler dished out two
more.
The Jumbo offense, flying
high after a 19-goal showing in
last week’s win over Bowdoin,
again found its stride by sticking to its game and outworking
the Bobcats in transition.
“They threw a lot of different looks at us, but we just
kept chugging along,” McNally
said. “They weren’t really able
to slow us down and when they
did, our transition offense kept
the scores coming. We continued to push the tempo and
kept them on their heels by
moving the ball up and down
the field.”
While the three four-goal
outpourings were the day’s
headlines, a pair of star performances away from the offensive end fueled the Jumbos
as well. Sophomore midfielder
Mike Droesch went 17-of-30 at
the faceoff circle, and junior
Matt Harrigan put in a solid
game in goal with 15 saves.
“Guys like Caple, Droesch

and Harrigan played awesome
games for us,” junior quadcaptain Jordan Yarboro said.

“We had a full week to
prepare ourselves, so
we were well equipped
coming into Saturday’s
game. We knew exactly
what we needed to do
and our execution was
great. We scored when
we needed to, and we
stopped them when we
needed to.”
Matt Harrigan
junior goalie
“Our man-up team also
played well and that was a key
to our success. Our offense
carried us in the first half, and
then the defense took over in
the second half.”
Droesch has grown into one
of the top faceoff men in all of

Div. III, and Saturday’s game
was Exhibit A. He was pitted
against four different Bobcats
in the faceoff, instead of the
traditional one or two.
“Mike did an awesome job on
the faceoffs all day,” McNally
said. “He handled a bunch of
different faceoff guys who all
have different styles and techniques. It’s impressive because
he had to constantly adjust to
their different faceoff styles,
while the opponent already
knew what he was going to be
facing.”
Bates’ schedule left a full
two weeks open heading into
the crucial matchup against
the Jumbos, but the extra prep
time yielded few results.
“We had a full week to prepare ourselves, so we were
well equipped coming into
Saturday’s game,” Harrigan
said. “We knew exactly what
we needed to do and our execution was great. We scored
when we needed to, and we
stopped them when we needed to.”
While the Jumbos put up 10
goals in the first half, including five in a row to jump
out to a 10-5 lead late in

the second quarter, it would be
the Tufts defense that closed
out the game with a strong
second half.
The defense buckled down
over the intermission, and the
proof was in the Bobcats’ shot
percentage, which fell drastically after halftime. In the first
period the Bobcats were 6-for15, while in the second half
they tallied just four goals on
23 attempts.
“The first half was a real
hard-fought battle, but our
defense really shut them down
in the third quarter after we
got up by a few,” Harrigan
said. “It was a story of two
halves: The first was marked
by explosive offense, and the
second half was dominated by
our defense.”
“We slid pretty well against
them on defense,” Yarboro
added. “While we made
some sloppy plays at first,
we stepped it up in the second half. Our man-down unit
could’ve played a little bit better but that’s something we
can work on.”
Bates senior attackman
see MEN’S LACROSSE, page 19
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Jumbos wrap up division, then suffer first NESCAC loss
SOFTBALL

continued from page 15

Saturday’s doubleheader. But the
Jumbos dropped the series finale 5-2
to fall to 8-1 in the NESCAC East and
end their bid to finish unbeaten in
conference play.
“It was disappointing because we
did want to go undefeated in our
NESCAC East games,” senior co-captain Megan Cusick said. “But fortunately we still clinched the No. 1 seed
in the East, so we’re definitely in [the
NESCAC Tournament], and that was
also a goal of ours. In that third game,
we didn’t play at the level we should’ve
been playing at, but it’s something we
can get past.”
Though Milligan opted to rest junior
ace Lauren Gelmetti, who was nursing
a sore shoulder after making three
appearances in three days last weekend, the pitching staff showcased its
depth over the weekend. Sophomore
Stefanie Tong and freshman Izzie
Santone both turned in dazzling performances for the Jumbos.
Tong took the hill Friday and showed
no ill effects from a knee injury that
kept her out of practice all week, tossing a complete game to improve to 6-0
on the season. She allowed just four
hits — all singles — and retired the
last 10 batters she faced.
“We have so much faith in Stef as
a pitcher,” coach Cheryl Milligan said.
“There’s just nobody around who has
the stuff that she has ... We’re extremely
pleased with what she’s been doing for us
these days, and we’re just trying to keep
her healthy and make sure she’s there
when we need her in the playoffs.”
Tong got plenty of support from
junior third baseman Samantha
Kuhles, who lifted her batting average
above .400 with a 3-for-4 afternoon.
Up twice in bases-loaded, two-out situations, Kuhles delivered both times
and tied a career high with four RBI.
“She didn’t get a whole lot of post-

season honors from the conference
or from the region last year,” Milligan
said. “But on our team, Sam was very
close to unanimously being voted our
MVP ... She’s a streaky hitter, but
she can hit just about anything that’s
being pitched to her. We’re glad she’s
on our side.”
Tufts received another shutdown
pitching performance in the first
game of Saturday’s doubleheader, this
time courtesy of Santone. After allowing six runs in a loss to Western Conn.
on April 13, the NESCAC Pitcher of
the Week rebounded against Trinity,
going the distance on a three-hitter
while yielding just one unearned run,
no walks and a career-high six strikeouts.
“I hit my spots on Saturday ...
That wasn’t so much the case against
Western Conn.,” Santone said. “I
beaned two batters in an inning
against Western Conn. That was the
main thing I worked on all week, and
it really paid off against Trinity.”
Meanwhile, another Connecticutbred first year, Bantams starter Kristen
Anderson, matched Santone with a
strong performance of her own, limiting a Tufts offense that racked up
11 hits in Friday’s series opener to a
season-low three on Saturday.
But with junior center fielder Laura
Chapman wreaking havoc on the basepaths, the Jumbos’ offense was able
to generate all the support Santone
would need. In the third, Chapman
singlehandedly manufactured Tufts’
first run, drawing a leadoff walk,
stealing second and third and scoring on an error. Two innings later, she
reached base on a bunt single, stole
second and came around to score the
eventual winning run on another twoout hit by Kuhles.
“As a pitcher, it’s definitely a relief to
have someone like Chappy,” Santone
said. “When she gets on the bases,
it’s almost a guarantee that she’ll get

to second and third on her own. She
definitely did her part to support the
team, especially in that game.”
With the NESCAC East already
wrapped up, the Jumbos fell in the latter half of Saturday’s twinbill, breaking a streak of 10 consecutive victories
against the Bantams. Tufts cut into an
early two-run deficit with a tally in
the bottom of the first. But Trinity put
the game out of reach in the second,
notching three unearned runs off of
two Jumbo errors to open a 5-1 lead.
Tufts’ defense, which had improved
since averaging nearly 2.5 errors per
game during a spring break trip to
California, looked more like its earlyseason form, committing five miscues
in the game.
“It was not a pretty game to watch,”
Milligan said. “We know that if we
decide to make those kind of stupid
moves come playoff time, we’re not
going to get away with them. We didn’t
get away with them Saturday, so we’re
certainly not going to get away with
them in a weekend stacked with loaded teams who are playoff ready. We
know we have to play better defense,
and we’re certainly capable of it.”
Santone kept the Jumbos in the
game, hurling 4.1 innings of shutout
ball in relief of classmate Kim Miner.
But for the second game in a row,
Tufts had trouble generating anything
on the offensive end, notching just
one extra-base hit.
Two of the team’s top three run
producers, sophomore shortstop
Casey Sullivan and senior co-captain
Danielle Lopez, finished hitless in the
game and combined to go 0-for-20 in
the series.
“Mostly, I think we’re just pressing,” Milligan said. “This is sort of
that midseason slump, and we’re fully,
fully confident that they’ll be back
in a week or so. We’re just not in our
zone offensively right now, but we’ll
get there.”

Williams match will likely bring Tufts’ season to a close
MEN’S TENNIS

continued from page 15

Despite the overwhelming loss,
which all but eliminates the Jumbos
from playoff contention, the team kept
its spirits high, citing improvement
from Amherst’s 9-0 sweep of Tufts last
season.
“The morale was pretty high even
after we lost,” Rosen said. “There were
some very close matches — last year
we didn’t even win one. No one likes
to lose, but I think we all played our
hearts out. We played really well, but
Amherst was just too good.”
“We’ve gotten unlucky in situations where we’ve played well,” Fleder

added. “We’re generally pleased with
how we played, but unfortunately
it didn’t come together in a couple
matches when we needed it to. We
knew there was a chance there would
be a learning curve this season and
that’s kind of what happened. We only
had two players playing singles who
had played singles before, and a lot of
new doubles players.”
The only opponent left on the
Jumbos’ schedule this year is national powerhouse and conference rival
Williams, likely the best team Tufts
will play this season.
“Williams is just as good if not better than Amherst,” Rosen said. “We’re

going to go out and give our best shot
and play for pride. ”
Fleder said that while today’s 4
p.m. road contest against the Ephs
will all but certainly mark the end of
the team’s season, Tufts heads to the
match with resolve to demonstrate to
the conference that its mediocre season record and match scores are not
representative of its true talent.
“We’re excited to have our shot
against them,” Fleder said. “We want
to end the season on a good note.
Even if we don’t win we think we can
give them a run for their money. We
want to show them we’re better than
the numbers we put up.”

Athletes of the Week
D.J. Hessler, MEN’S Lacrosse
Freshman attackman D.J. Hessler continued his torrential outpouring of points Saturday
against the Bates Bobcats, notching four goals on 10 shots and two assists in the Jumbos
16-10 road victory. After Bates scored less than two minutes into the game, Hessler responded
two minutes later with an unassisted goal of his own, neutralizing the Bobcats’ only lead of
the game.
The rookie phenom is far and away the squad’s most prolific offensive player, leading the
team with 41 points, 16 points ahead of the next closest player, junior Clem McNally. Hessler
is second on the team in goals scored with 19, though he remains the best assist man, posting
22 for the season, the only Jumbo to reach double digits in the category. The contest against
Bates tied the freshman’s best point performance of the season, as he has tallied six points in
three other games, including his first two games in a Tufts jersey against Eastern Conn. March
11 and Skidmore March 8, followed by another six-point effort against Colby April 5.

LAURA SCHULTZ/TUFTS DAILY

Izzie Santone, softball

Laura schultz/TUFTS DAILY

Freshman pitcher Izzie Santone had quite a day for herself Saturday as the Jumbos took
two of three from the visiting Trinity Bantams over the weekend to win the NESCAC East.
Santone was involved in a pitchers’ duel in the first game of Saturday’s doubleheader
versus fellow first-year starter Kristen Anderson. Tufts was able to take the game 2-1 thanks
to Santone’s best outing of the year, particularly coming off a game against Western Conn.
in which she struggled. The Connecticut native hurled a complete game, allowing just three
hits over the seven innings and striking out a career-high six batters.
The control issues that had plagued her in the previous outing were non-existent, as
Santone did not walk a batter and did not allow a hit after the fourth inning.
To add to her performance, Santone came on in relief for fellow freshman Kim Miner in
the second game of the afternoon. Even though the Jumbos could not overcome their sloppy
play on defense and went on to lose 5-2, Santone once again stymied the Bantams lineup,
tossing 4.1 innings of shutout ball. The freshman fanned six batters once again with only
one walk.
Santone was awarded the NESCAC Pitcher of the Week honor yesterday.

Ross Marrinson | Welcome to the Jungle

T

Act your age
he Minnesota Timberwolves
lost their 60th game last
week. After the game, Kevin

McHale held a press conference to discuss the season that was and the future
he envisions.
During the address, McHale smirked about
the success of the Celtics, deliberated mightily
when asked if he’d accept a 2008 Celtics championship ring and then dropped this bomb on
the fans — all six of us: He expects a “20-game
improvement” next season.
Not that I want to dignify this moronically bold prediction with a response, but that
improvement would still leave the squad a
good 10 games shy of a playoff berth. Also,
what does it say about the team that literally hours after the conference, coach Randy
Wittman downplayed his GM’s prophecy, saying, “Let’s see who we move forward with ...
We’ll have a better understanding then.”
What a mess. I can’t wait for football season.
The team to which my favorite player was
traded is the first seed in the East and is the
favorite to represent the conference in the
NBA Finals. The Celtics haven’t made many
questionable decisions this year, as evidenced
by their 66-win season. However, one particular choice stood out as not only questionable,
but stupid: signing Sam Cassell.
I should’ve written about this weeks ago,
but it’s playoff time, which means the season
is coming to an end in a few short weeks.
It’s Sam Cassell’s favorite time of year. Time
to earn a new contract.
Sure, things might seem well and good now,
but wait until after the season. Four years ago,
the Wolves had just signed Cassell to lift a fraction of the enormous burden Garnett was carrying. And it worked. In his first season, Cassell
played like an MVP.
After the club lost in theWestern Conference
Finals to the Lakers, however, it was Cassell
time. Just days after the season ended, he
was already bitching and moaning about his
“unfair” contract. Long story short, he didn’t
get the exact offer he wanted by the time the
2005 season began.
His 2005 stats? Thirteen points-per-game,
five assists, 46 percent shooting and 26 percent shooting from long range — all considerably lower than his stats in 2004.
His numbers weren’t the biggest problem
in 2005, as they won’t be for the Celtics if he
returns next year — which he isn’t even convinced he will.
When asked if he’d come back to Boston
for the veteran’s minimum of $1.26 million,
he said, “I’d consider it. There might be some
teams that offer me more.”
He’d consider it. He would consider coming
back. Like it’s such a pleasure having him. In
2005, Sam Cassell was an absolute cancer on
the Wolves — a petulant and arrogant malcontent who was and is still the most selfish player
I’ve ever seen. When Cassell didn’t get the contract he desired in 2005 — and it won’t be any
different after this season for the Celtics — he
acted like a complete jerk. He sat out games,
sulking on the bench like a 3-year-old and
played such porous defense that coach Flip
Saunders was forced to play Anthony Carter.
That’s right, Anthony Carter. And Troy
Hudson, who is probably more well-known
at this point for his rap record than his playing career.
I understand the need to have depth at the
point guard spot, but do the Celtics truly want
their promising young point guard learning
from a guy who doesn’t like to practice, is
constantly unhappy with how “underpaid”
he is and a player who legitimately does not
care about defense? A player who will jack up
shots with no regard for offensive execution? A
player who has always been more concerned
with his own bank account and stat line than
with the success of his team? A player who, at
38 years old, still acts like a whiny child?
For the sake of my favorite player and his
team’s future, I hope not.
Ross Marrinson is a senior majoring in
international relations. He can be reached
at Ross.Marrinson@tufts.edu.
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ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY’S
SPECIAL COMMENCEMENT EDITION

Space for congratulatory ads is available starting at $30 for 1/8 page. The Commencement
issue is printed in partial color and reaches thousands of graduating students and their families.

Visit www.tuftsdaily.com/commencement or call 617.627.3090 to learn more.

Tuesday, April 22, 2008
Housing

Housing

Roomate Needed
1 Room available in a spacious
3 BR apartment near Tufts.
Furnished living room, dining room,
kitchen, free washer/dryer, parking.
$450/month, plus utilities. SepMay. Contact
Brittany.Sylvane@tufts.edu.
3 Bedroom Apartments
FURNISHED apartments 3-bedroom, eat-in kitchen, quiet street
(Greenleaf), short walk to campus,
large sunny rooms, newer appliances, washer/dryer, porch, plenty
of street parking (permit NOT
required). $1410/month and $1500/
month. June 1. Ed at (617)3598216 apts4rent1@yahoo.com

5 Bedroom Apartment
FURNISHED, 5 Bedroom
Apartment on College Ave, short
walk to campus and Davis Sq.,
newer appliances, updated kitchen,
large rooms, porch, plenty of offstreet parking, near laundromat,
restaurants, food stores. 2750/
month. Available June 1. Ed
(617)359-8216 or
apts4rent1@yahoo.com
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3 Bedroom Apartment
For rent starting June 1. Very close
to school. Washer, dryer, dishwasher. For information call Danny
(781) 396-0303.

4 Bedroom
Two four bedroom Apartments
very close to school. $2200 for
each. Washing machine + dryer in
basement. Safe and in good condition. Call 617-448-6233

Somerville Apartment
Large 1 bedroom in owner-occupied Victorian home on Central
Street in Winter Hill. Off-street
parking, south-facing porch,
hardwood floors, large bathroom,
walk-in closet, high ceilings, yard
& garden. Refrigerator & washing
machine. Access to attic & basement for storage. Quiet. Perfect
for couple. Pets negotiable. No
smoking. Lease through 5/31/09.
$1250/month + utilities. Call 617625-8278.

8 Bedroom
Eight bedrooms. Two kitchens. Two
bathrooms. Right next to school.
Great price of $4000 or $500 per
bedroom. Good Shape.
Call 617-448-6233

Services

Wanted

What do you need to know?
COMMENCEMENT 2008
http://commencement.tufts.edu

Services
McCarthy Self Storage
McCarthy Self Storage. 22 Harvard
Street Medford, MA 02155. 781
396 7724. Business hours Mon
thru Fri 8am to 5pm, Sat 9am
to 245pm, Sun 10am to 245pm.
Space available to students. Close
to Tufts Univ. 5*5*3 $30, 5*5*8
$48, 5*8*8 $62, 5*10*8 $67,
5*12*8 $77. Please call for more
information.

Event
Noontime Concert
Noontime Concert at Goddard
Chapel, Thursday, April 24, 2008,
12:30 p.m. Works by Milhaud,
Gershwin, Bolcom. Janet Hunt,
Goddard Chapel Director of Music,
Piano.

Edith Balbach
Garden Help Needed. No experience needed, just energy. $10
an hour. Very flexible hours. Near
Gantcher Center. Now through the
summer. Call Mary at
781-454-9690.
Got sperm??
$$ Got Sperm $$ --Cambridge.
Up to $1100 /month. Healthy MEN,
wanted for California Cryobank
sperm donor program.
APPLY ONLINE:
www.spermbank.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Tufts gunning for
league’s top two
MEN’S LACROSSE

continued from page 16

Bryan Frates scored the first of
his three goals at 13:44 in the
first period.
The Jumbos quickly fired
back with three goals, the last
two from Caple, to go up 3-1 at
the 7:16 mark.
Bobcats senior attackman
Justin Simon notched his only
two goals of the game before
Caple scored his third of the
game to tie it at five apiece.
The second quarter saw the
Jumbos run off five straight
tallies, all from different scorers.
Bates scored one last goal
from senior attackman Mike
Medeiros with 0:21 left in the
first half to close it out at 10-6
Jumbos.
The Jumbos rode three
McNally goals the rest of the
way en route to their second
decisive NESCAC win in eight
days.
The next contest for the
squad will come tonight at
Bello Field as the Jumbos take
on the Amherst Lord Jeffs, who
sit at 2-5 in league play and 7-6
overall.
A win would move Tufts into
a tie with Wesleyan for second
place in the conference standings, just one game behind
leader Middlebury.
“While they’ve lost a lot of
games recently, they’ve been
close scores,” Yarboro said.
“Amherst always brings their
best game against us so it’ll be
a real fun game. We hope that
we can get as many fans as
possible down to the game to
create a great atmosphere.”

Laura Schultz/Tufts Daily

Seen here during an April 12 win over Bowdoin, sophomore midfielder Mike Droesch once again won the faceoff battle for the men’s lacrosse
team, lifting the Jumbos to a 16-10 win over Bates on Saturday. With a win tonight over Amherst, Tufts can climb into a tie for second place in the
NESCAC.

StatISTICS | Standings
USILA Div. III Men

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Lacrosse

Baseball

Softball

(8-4, 5-2 NESCAC)

(9-3, 4-3 NESCAC)

(13-12, 4-5 NESCAC East)

(22-8, 8-1 NESCAC East)

NESCAC OVERALL

Middlebury
Wesleyan
Tufts
Bowdoin
Conn. College
Trinty
Williams
Amherst
Bates
Colby

W
7
6
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2

L W
1 11
2 8
2 8
3 8
4 8
5 5
5 6
5 7
5 3
6 6

L
1
4
4
4
5
7
5
6
8
6

Individual Statistics
A
22
2
8
3
5
3
1
3
1
1
61

NESCAC OVERALL

Middlebury
Amherst
Trinity
Tufts
Colby
Bowdoin
Bates
Williams
Wesleyan
Conn. College

W
8
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
1

L
0
1
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6

W
9
11
8
9
8
8
6
6
5
6

L
2
1
5
3
5
5
6
6
8
7

Individual Statistics

D.J. Hessler
Clem McNally
Connor Ginsberg
Ryan Molloy
Matt Caple
Chase Bibby
Jamie Atkins
Mike Cortese
Brett Holm
Patrick Devine
Team

G
19
23
10
14
8
6
7
5
5
5
125

P
41
25
18
17
13
9
8
8
6
6
186

Goaltending
Matt Harrigan

GA Sv S%
95 141 .597

Amanda Roberts
Sarah Williams
Courtney Thomas
Chrissie Attura
Emily Johnson
Jenna Abelli
Maya Shoham
Alyssa Corbett
Michelle Crothers
Alyssa Kopp
Team

G
35
20
27
16
20
17
16
10
3
2
167

A
12
20
5
13
6
6
7
11
4
3
88

P
47
40
32
29
26
23
23
21
7
5
255

Goaltending
Sara Bloom

GA Sv S%
111 112 .502

DIVISION

NESCAC East
Trinity
Tufts
Bowdoin
Colby
Bates

W
12
4
3
2
2

L
0
5
5
6
7

OVERALL

T
0
0
0
0
0

W
27
13
13
13
8

L
0
12
14
11
16

DIVISION

T
0
0
0
0
0

Individual Statistics
Steve Ragonese
Chase Rose
Nate Bankoff
Dave Katzman
Ari David
Corey Pontes
Ben Walkley
Ian Goldberg
Alex Perry
Kevin Casey
Dave Leresche
Alex Grzymala
Eric Catalanotti
Team
Pitching
Pat O’Donnell
Mike Stefaniak
Jack Dilday
Adam Telian

IP
39.1
15.2
13.1
40.2

NESCAC East
Tufts
Trinity
Bowdoin
Bates
Colby

W
8
8
4
2
2

L
1
4
5
7
7

as of Apr. 21, 2008

OVERALL

T
0
0
0
0
0

W
22
14
21
8
5

L
8
10
8
12
17

T
0
0
0
0
0

Individual Statistics

IWLCA Div. III Women

AVG HR RBI
.461 8
44
.409 1
21
.406 0
2
.367 0
9
.359 0
11
.333 0
26
.333 0
0
.324 2
21
.303 0
17
.298 0
20
.288 0
12
.280 0
3
.267 0
10
.333 11 200

Samantha Kuhles
Christy Tinker
Casey Sullivan
Cara Hovhanessian
Megan Cusick
Danielle Lopez
Laura Chapman
Heather Kleinberger
Roni Herbst
Maya Ripecky
Jenna Robey
Alison Drobiarz
Team

AVG HR RBI
.406 0 22
.392 6 24
.353 6 23
.342 3 15
.341 1 17
.340 4 27
.338 0
5
.323 1
7
.316 0
8
.273 2 17
.257 0
0
.214 0
2
.341 23 168

W
4
0
0
3

Pitching
Stefanie Tong
Izzie Santone
Lauren Gelmetti
Kim Miner

W
7
5
8
2

L
1
0
2
4

ERA
3.43
4.02
4.72
5.53

SO
20
7
14
29

IP
49.1
49.1
60.2
32.0

L
0
2
2
4

ERA
2.27
2.27
2.65
4.16

Ranking, team (first place votes)
1. Salisbury (15)
2. Gettysburg
3. Cortland
4. Washington College
5. Lynchburg
6. Middlebury
7. Cabrini
8. Ithaca
18. Tufts

SO
26
38
49
10

as of Apr. 15, 2008

Ranking, team (first place votes)
1. Salisbury (20)
2. The College of New Jersey
3. Franklin & Marshall
4. Gettysburg
5. Hamilton
6. Washinton & Lee
7. Middlebury
8. Union
17. Tufts

NFCA Div. III Softball
as of Apr. 16, 2008

Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. DePauw (4)
2. Louisiana (3)
3. Texas-Tyler
4. Linfield
5. St. Thomas (1)
6. Redlands
6. Wartburg
8. Lynchburg
16. Tufts

20
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